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Preface

The year 2020 first witnessed the onslaught of Covid 19 on a global scale and the WHO declared the 

outbreak as 'pandemic' calling for concerted cooperation across the national borders. The outbreak 

of the deadly virus caused tremendous, unforeseen impact not just upon the way scientists and 

medical practitioners approach and study the disease, but also considerably affected all the domains 

of human activity and Nature. The imposition of lockdown, envisaged as the possible shorthand 

deterrent for the disease, has affected economy, trade, tourism and hospitality industry, education, 

lifestyle etc. on global scale. While people all over the world are still struggling to find solution to 

this macabre threat, they are trying their best to cope with the new mode of existence thrust upon by 

the outbreak of the epidemic. It is needless to say that the pandemic has forced us to rethink the way 

we approach issues like public health,  development etc. and thus it has opened up a vista of some 

serious and scholarly deliberation and critical enquiry on important aspects of human activity. 

Spectrum, an open access peer-reviewed bilingual multi-disciplinary journal has been envisaged as 

the modest endeavour towards offering platform to both young and experienced researchers for 

publishing their  quality research. The inaugural issue of the journal aims at disseminating critical 

thoughts on various fields of human activities that have been severely affected by the abrupt 

emergence of a deadly virus on a global scale. Since the world is still reeling under the havoc of the 

deadly disease, we are yet to get at the comprehensive analysis of the impact of the disease, and 

therefore the  body of research on the impact of pandemic is growing and requires further 

elaboration as we are moving through various phases/waves of the pandemic. The present volume 

offers precise, intellectually stimulating research on various aspects affected by the pandemic, and 

this volume further indicates at the areas that call for critical inquiry and serious research.

 Dr Shyamal Karmakar

 Editor-in-Chief 

 Spectrum
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CREATION AND SHAPING OF PUBLIC ATTITUDE AND 
AWARENESS TOWARDS GM FOOD CROPS IN WEST 
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Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis Mahavidyalaya, Bonhooghly, Kolkata

Abstract: 

Genetically modified products are emerging as the defining technology for the future of agriculture and food systems in 

India. Though the commercial cultivation of Bt Cotton was approved in India in April 2002, there was an indefinite 

moratorium imposed on Bt Brinjal in 2010 and on GM mustard in 2016. These moratoriums were imposed fearing the 

potential risks of growing genetically modified food crops. Meanwhile in 2013, Bangladesh (India's neighbouring 

country sharing borders with the Indian state of West Bengal) allowed for the commercial cultivation of Bt Brinjal. This 

has increased apprehension among the general public in West Bengal who fear that the porosity of the Indo-Bangladesh 

border may result in the leaking of the genetically modified food crop into Bengal's environment.

 In this context, knowledge transfer with regard to GM crops is both complex yet critical in West Bengal. Initiatives to 

spread biotech information and awareness have been taken up by various agencies yet most of these initiatives only 

provide selected information to key stakeholders while the general public is left misinformed. The objectives of this 

research is to identify the role of new media, NGOs and social advocacy groups in spreading public awareness about 

GM food crops among residents of West Bengal. The research assesses whether the information dissemination agencies 

influence the public to view food risks as a threat to human security. The study uses interpretive methodology and 

quantitative methods like self-prepared questionnaires and depth-interviews. The findings of the study suggest that the 

new media, NGOs and social advocacy groups in West Bengal simply popularize alternatives like ecological 

agricultural initiatives like organic farming and they act as pressure groups on government agencies. These 

information dissemination groups do not act as catalysts or as motivating forces for the general public to be informed 

participants in the GM debate.

Introduction
The Indian public are always worried about how technological innovations affect their health, 

personal economy and quality of life. Public awareness is the public's level of understanding about 
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the importance and implications of technical innovations (Hart 2002; Priest 2001). Raising public 

awareness does not simply mean telling the public what to do, rather it is explaining issues and 

disseminating knowledge to people so that they can make their own decisions.  The general public 

views new technological innovations with uncertainty and anxiety as the consequences of such 

technology are not known.  This uncertainty is caused by a lack of information or uncertain 

information. In today's society information with regard to scientific innovations are limited within 

the science community and only experts have access to it. Excluding the public from accessing 

information pertinent to food would be a negative aspect of the science community.

Social and political debates about risks in food have been widespread in India over the last few 

decades. Food safety and methods of food production have always been a matter of concern in India 

but talking of food as the new 'risk' is a relatively recent phenomenon. Risk has been defined as the 

potential that a chosen activity (including the choice of inaction) will lead to a loss (an undesirable 

outcome). The notion implies that a choice having an influence on the outcome exists (or existed) 

(Beck 1992). 'Risk is the effect of uncertainty on objectives. Uncertainties include events (which 

may/may not happen) and uncertainties caused by a lack of information or ambiguity.' (ISO Guide 

73)

Perception of risk influences attitudes, decision-making, and thus behaviour, of consumers, 

producers and others (see for example, Lobb et al, 2007; Finucane & Holup, 2005; Frewer, 2003). In 

the case of the GM debate this is particularly pertinent, as there are many conflicting claims and 

counter-claims regarding the potential risks and benefits of the technology. GM technology 

advocates have been frustrated by the choices made by the public and consumers based on risk 

perceptions that may bear little or no resemblance to actual risks. These perceptions, it is claimed, 

may be related to a number of factors, including the degree of perception of benefit (which in turn 

affects the level of risk that people are willing to tolerate), the level of information and knowledge 

relating to the risk faced, familiarity with the risk, trust in those with responsibility for providing 

information about, and regulating, the risk, and the sense of self control over exposure to the risk. 

These issues and others may have, to a lesser or greater degree, played a part in the public 

perceptions about GM technology and hence the level of acceptance of the technology.

To empower a public, awareness is required. Public awareness refers to the important role that 

community enthusiasm and knowledge has in building sustainable societies. When raising public 

awareness there are two main focus areas: first, there is the general public awareness, which 

involves widespread understanding and acknowledgement of the issues on a societal level; second, 

there is self-awareness, which occurs when individuals understand how the concept of GM food 

affects them personally.

Public attitude is the predisposition or a tendency among the public to respond positively or 

negatively towards certain ideas, objects, persons or situations. Attitude will influence the public's 

choice of action and responses to challenges, incentives and rewards. Attitudes are strongly 
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associated with levels of understanding and knowledge about the process, purpose and extent of the 

technology. Public holding a negative attitude towards GM foods could be either strongly opposed 

to the technology or they may adopt a cautious attitude. Negative attitude stems from lack of 

confidence in the level of understanding of the process and purpose of GM in food production. 

Public attitudes could also be positive and can range from strongly supportive to cautiously 

positive. 

The Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), social advocacy groups and new media that 

comprise the GMO movement have taken centre stage in the Indian contestation over genetic 

engineering and the politics of food. Their influence over the public has been pervasive. Voluntary 

organizations are not a new phenomenon in India. Voluntary organizations can play a crucial role in 

awareness generation by supplementing government efforts as they are close to the minds and 

hearts of the public. They have roots in the public and can respond to the needs and aspirations of the 

community effectively.

A nongovernmental organization (NGO) is any non-profit, voluntary citizens' group which is 

organized on a local, national or international level. These organizations are task-oriented and 

driven by people with a common interest. NGOs perform a variety of service and humanitarian 

functions, bring citizen concerns to governments, advocate and monitor policies and encourage 

political participation through provision of information. NGOs provide analysis and expertise and 

serve as early warning mechanisms and help monitor and implement international agreements. 

Social Advocacy on the other hand is the representation done by anyone committed to the concerns 

of any particular group in society. Such concerns may be rights based or needs based. Advocacy, 

thus is a political process by an individual or group which aims to influence public-policy and 

resource allocation decisions within political, economic and social systems and institutions. 

Advocacy can include many activities that a person or organization undertakes including media 

campaigns, public speaking, commissioning and publishing research. Social media is used by 

social advocacy groups to facilitate civic engagement and collective action. The various roles of 

NGOs and Social Advocacy groups are: catalyzing population; supplementing government efforts; 

organizing public; educating public; providing training; disseminating information; mobilizing 

resources; promoting local leadership; acting as innovators; ensuring people's participation and 

promoting appropriate technology. 

New media on the other hand are the various forms of social media platforms. These platforms 

allow for a two way communication and can often emerge as a forum for discussion of various 

topics of social interest. It is also a platform where the lay person can interact with the expert. Social 

media platforms can be used by people with similar areas of knowledge and awareness about certain 

issues can be spread through these platforms. These new forms of media also are agents of 

information dissemination.

NGOs, Social Advocacy groups and new media in India have contributed towards social 
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mobilization and social activism through their intensive campaigns, people's mobilization 

programmes and effective networks. NGOs, Social Advocacy groups and new media act as a social 

force facilitating collective action and mobilization of people for the purpose of achieving the 

desired objectives. These groups are using various people-oriented as well as people-centered 

strategies and these organizations build rapport with the people and mobilize them. The NGOs, new 

media and Social Advocacy groups play a vital role in making people environmentally aware and 

sensitive to take part in the development process (Biswambhar Panda et al-2003). NGOs, new 

media and Social Advocacy groups raise public awareness by recognizing the problems locally and 

globally; making the public aware about an immediate and urgent problem; making each individual 

aware of his/her role in society; lobbying with authorities on all levels. These groups also mobilize 

public through wide public campaigns in which they either disseminate information or involve 

stakeholders and civil society in solving problems on the local and regional level and also by 

combatting the ignorance and indifference of the public. NGOs, new media and social advocacy 

groups are some of the most trusted organizations in India.

Current Status of GM Food in India
In India, the first GM crop to be commercialised was Bt cotton. This was commercialised by the US 

company Monsanto in 1996. In India following a series of field trials and biosafety assessments, the 

GEAC (Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee) approved the commercial cultivation of 3 Bt 

Cotton hybrids developed by Mahyco-Monsanto Biotech (MMB) for central and southern cotton 

growing states in April 2002. Subsequently several other seed companies obtained the license of 

Monsanto's Bt technology and developed many Bt hybrids. IIT Kharagpur in collaboration with 

J.K. 

Seeds Pvt Ltd and Chinese Academy of Sciences along with Nath Seeds Pvt Ltd in 2006 broke the 

monopoly of MMB on Bt technology. According to T.M. Manjunath, (Ph.D in Agricultural 

Entomology; independent technical consultant serving in several expert committees of the 

Government of India) works on various traits and crops are in progress. Manjunath's compilation of 

GM crops in India at various stages of regulatory field evaluation as of 2012 identified the following 

traits—insect resistance, virus resistance, herbicide tolerance, drought tolerance, yield 

enhancement and delayed ripening. GM crops awaiting field trial according to Manjunath's 

compilation include Brinjal, Cabbage, Cauliflower, Corn, Tomato, Sugarcane, Papaya, Potato, 

Mustard, Rice et Bt Brinjal is being developed in India by the Maharashtra Hybrid Seeds Company 

(Mahyco, Jalna) along with University of Agricultural Sciences (Dharwad) and Tamil Nadu 

Agricultural University in Coimbatore. The GEAC had approved the commercial release of Bt 
thBrinjal on 14  October 2009. Scientists, farmers and anti-GMO activists carried on protests and the 

thGovernment of India officially announced on 9  of February 2010 that it needed time for the release 

of Bt Brinjal. The Supreme Court of India has stayed the commercial release of GM mustard  (as a 
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result of a petition filed by Aruna Rodrigues[i]) and has asked the Centre to take public opinion on 

such seeds before releasing it for cultivation.

NGOs, new media and social advocacy groups are emerging as a strong anti-GM movement in India 

as they continue to project Monsanto and other multinational seed companies as these corporate 

giants who have no regard for the small and medium scale farmer and they will soon start 

monopolising this GM technology and will replace traditional agricultural methods with this 

massive and grand technology.

Significance of the Study

1. The study will explore public understandings of food risks from the perspective of the 'lay' 

person residing in the districts of West Bengal.

2. The study will aim to understand the instrumental role that NGOs, social advocacy groups 

and new media can play in knowledge dissemination of GM Foods and Crops.

Objectives of the Study
1. To identify the role of NGOs, social advocacy groups and new media in spreading public 

awareness about GM Foods and Crops among the residents of Nadia, North 24 Parganas, 

South 24 Parganas and Hooghly districts of West Bengal.

2. To assess whether NGOs, social advocacy groups and new media influence the public to 

develop a positive or a negative attitude towards GM Foods and Crops.

Statement of the Problems
1. NGOs, Social Advocacy groups and new media help in raising public awareness about GM 

Foods and Crops among the residents of Nadia; North 24 Parganas; South 24 Parganas and 

Hooghly districts of West Bengal.

2. NGOs, Social Advocacy groups and new media influence the public of Nadia; North 24 

Parganas; South 24 Parganas and Hooghly districts of West Bengal to develop a positive 

attitude towards GM Foods and Crops.

Methodology
The methodological approach adopted in the study, used interpretative methodology and 

quantitative methods like a self-prepared questionnaire and depth interviews. Self-prepared 

questionnaires assessed the frequency of; the content of; the quality of and the impact of awareness 

programs, campaigns and initiatives by NGOs and social advocacy groups.

Depth interviews were conducted on a range of people residing in the four districts of West Bengal. 

The respondents were chosen from a range of socio-demographic backgrounds. The issues covered 
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in these interviews were personal responses to GM Foods and GM Crops; view of genetic 

modification in comparison with older methods of food production; extent of available information 

from NGOs and social advocacy groups; the extent to which such information enables the choice as 

to whether to buy/eat/grow GM Foods and Crops; examples of specific GM products and reactions 

to these and the extent of confidence in the Indian Government's handling of GM Foods and GM 

Crops.

Review of Literature
Weak Aversion to GM Foods: Experimental Evidence from India by Sangeeta Bansal; Sujoy 

Chakravarty and Bharat Ramaswami (March 2010).  Though a conventional analysis of consumer 

preference towards GM food is difficult because of the unavailability of market data yet this study 

uses experimental methods to study attitudes towards GM foods. The researchers use subjects from 

New Delhi, India outside the usual developed country context. This paper also examines how 

information formats (and in particular probabilistic information) matter to the formation of food 

preference. The study reports on an experiment that assigns information and labelling treatments to 

subjects who participated in laboratory experiments of food items that might be genetically 

modified. This paper thus considers a pathway by which the label affects the valuation of foods. This 

paper shows that this allows for the possibility that once a food is labelled, some of the existing 

consumers (of unlabelled foods) switch to labelled GM-free foods. These consumers are termed as 

'weakly GM-averse' as against the 'strongly GM-averse' who are the consumers who decline to 

consume unlabelled foods suspecting them to be GM. The goal of the experiment is to test for the 

existence of weakly GM-averse consumers. The study uses 3 separate experimental sessions. 2 of 

the sessions used Bachelors degree students in Engineering (from the Indian Institute of Technology 

(IIT) in New Delhi). The other session consisted of University teachers from all parts of India 

(participants at a training course at the Jawaharlal Nehru University also in New Delhi). Of the total 

pool of 114 subjects, 64 were students and the 50 were older university teachers. The study sample is 

biased towards urban consumers with higher than average family income and educational 

attainment. This paper distinguishes between weakly and strongly GM –averse consumers. While 

both categories express aversion to GM labelled food, the former do not react to probabilistic 

information. The experiment conducted in this study confirmed the existence of weakly GM-averse 

consumers. While these consumers show no or little aversion to GM foods on the basis of 

probabilistic information, their aversion to GM labelled food is almost as large as that of the 

strongly GM averse consumers. This suggests that labelling would have an impact on the market of 

GM labelled foods.

The AFIC commissioned the Nielson Company Research to conduct a quantitative assessment of 

consumer attitudes toward food biotechnology. The research was conducted via an on-line survey 

of 1007 adults aged 18-64 and living in 5 major cities in 5 different countries. Out of these, 204 
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respondents were from New Delhi. The study revealed that consumers in India are very confident 

regarding the safety of food yet these consumers showed concern over inaccurate labels. The Indian 

respondents stated that they are interested to see more information on ingredients, chemicals and 

biotechnology –derived ingredients on the labels of food products. The study also revealed that the 

consumer attitudes in a food-producing country like India differ from the consumer attitudes of 

food-importing countries like South Korea and Japan. This study states that an improved 

understanding about the direct consumer benefits of biotech foods raises consumer acceptance. 

Indian consumers stated that they look for freshness, taste as the most attributive qualities in food 

followed by less expensive foods. They feel that GM foods can help meet all these attributes yet 

because of the lack of available information, they are reluctant to buy GM food. The study also 

revealed that consumer awareness about biotechnology is low.

Emerging Markets for GM Foods: An Indian Perspective on Consumer Understanding and 

Willingness to Pay by Satish Y Deodhar; Sankar Ganesh; Wen S Chern (June 2007) This paper 

addresses the issues of consumer awareness, opinion, acceptance and willingness to pay for GM 

foods in the Indian market. A random utility approach was used. Data was generated through a 

questionnaire survey which was administered to 602 respondents in the city of Ahmedabad and 110 

respondents on the internet. It was observed that 90% from the city survey did not know about GM 

food. It was observed that GM food consumption seemed to increase as one moved away from the 

very poor income bracket to the middle income brackets. However, moving to the high income 

bracket does not seem to increase this likelihood. Being a female or a joint family member seemed 

to increase the likelihood of choosing non-GM rice and edible oil. Overall, the study shows that GM 

foods may be acceptable in the Indian market. However, consumer education societies, government 

ministries and biotech food crop companies may have to create awareness about the GM foods 

among Indian consumers. 

Public Knowledge, Attitudes and Perceptions Towards Genetically Modified Organisms in India 

(Final Report-June 2010) By Dr Suman Sahai and Prof E. Haribabu (Joint Research by Gene 

Campaign and University of Hyderabad—Dept of Sociology) is a three year research undertaken to 

study the awareness, attitudes and perceptions to GM technology and GMOs among farmers, 

consumers and other stakeholders. The study with both quantitative and qualitative approaches was 

conducted in 5 states of Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Punjab, Jharkhand and Assam.

The general trends seen in the research results were fairly uniform across states. It showed that 

attitude to food is overwhelmingly guided by cultural –religious factors, irrespective of educational 

and economic status. This rather than a rational analysis of the benefits of a particular food 

determines food choice. The sanctity of food is underlined by the clear articulation in the rural 

communities that any food that had been transformed in the way that GM foods are, would be 

unacceptable for special ceremonies and religious festivals. People said they would not offer such 

food to God during religious festivals or serve it on special occasions like a wedding feast. Gender 
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did not seem to be a big determinant of attitudes to GM foods. The government must take note that 

validating GM foods by pure science and promoting these foods on 'science based evidence' of 

safety is unlikely to be relevant in the backdrop of such public perceptions. The presumption that 

knowledge and awareness about the benefits of GM crops will automatically convince people of 

their attractiveness cannot be taken for granted. The level of awareness about GM foods was very 

low and confused among urban consumers who listed food nutrition and safety as the most desired 

attributes of food. Consumers by and large felt that not enough was known about GM foods and that 

more research was needed. They were unclear about what GM foods were and about the status of 

GM foods in India with respect to availability, labelling or risks and benefits. According to the study, 

government is the agency in which the most number of people have the greatest trust across farmers 

and consumers in all states; they see it as an agency whose information is reliable and that can be 

relied on to protect their interests ( agency that should test for safety and monitor long term impact of 

GM foods). Across all states studied, the NGO community seemed to enjoy the least amount of trust 

amongst government agencies, companies, scientists and media. In the case of urban consumers, 

there was a divergence of views about information on GMOs. Many felt that NGOs provide useful, 

reliable information; others felt that NGOs doctored their information, like the companies did, to 

suit their ideology.

Review of the available literature shows that theories of risk have historically neglected food issues 

but in the wake of 'food scares' since the eighties, public confidence in the food industry and 

government regulatory bodies has been seriously undermined, giving rise to serious thinking on the 

issue. At the same time, since risk is an important determinant of food choice, risk has become 

increasingly attached to consumer attitudes and perceptions in general. Today, issues of control and 

trust have entered the discourse on food risk.

Survey through Self-Prepared Questionnaire Administered to General Public With Regard 

to Role of NGOs, New Media & Social Advocacy Groups in Information Dissemination, 

Influencing Public Attitude & Raising Public Awareness

A self prepared questionnaire (attached as Appendix No.1) was used to elicit responses from the 

general public residing in four districts of West Bengal namely Nadia, North 24 Parganas, South 24 

Parganas and Hooghly. The questionnaire assessed the general public's perception towards the role 

of NGOs, new media and Social Advocacy groups in information dissemination with regard to GM 

foods and crops; the public's perception towards the role of NGOs and Social Advocacy groups in 

influencing government policy with regard to GM foods and crops. The questionnaire also assessed 

the general public's awareness about NGOs, new media and advocacy groups working with GM 

foods and crops. Finally the questionnaire was used to explore the general public's participation in 

workshops, seminars, conferences and campaigns with regard to GM foods and crops organized by 

NGOs and advocacy groups. The data collected through the self-prepared questionnaire was then 

computed and graphically represented.
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Interpretive Methodology

This study positioned the meaning-making practices of human actors at the center of scientific 

explanation hence it adopted an interpretive methodology. It was conducted from an experience-

near perspective in that the researcher did not start with concepts determined a priori but rather 

allowed these to emerge from encounters in the 'field'. The methodology used was a mixed research 

framework encompassing both qualitative and quantitative methods and measures. This research is 

exploratory in nature as it attempts to explore the risk perception of potential producers and 

consumers as based on the information provided about GMF by NGOS, new media and Social 

Advocacy groups in West Bengal. Their subjective perceptions formed the core data of the study; 

hence it needed the method that would deal with the topic in an exploratory nature. For the purpose 

of this study, the research paradigm that was followed is of mixed (qualitative and quantitative) 

nature, using semi-structured interviews.

Sampling

For this study, the sample from among the population of the general public residing in the four 

districts of West Bengal was selected through snowball sampling. Care was taken to get hold of 

respondents from both rural and urban areas of the four districts. The samples were also from a wide 

variety of occupations. Almost equal number of males and females were interviewed. Samples also 

varied in terms of their age and educational qualifications,

A total of 400 respondents were chosen from the general public across the four listed districts of 

West Bengal for the first part of the study.

Table No 1A: Sample Characteristics

 Name of Districts Total Number of  Rural UrbanSemi  Urban

  Respondents

 Nadia 100 32 41 27

 North 24 Parganas 100 29 56 15

 South 24 Parganas 100 31 25 44

 Hooghly 100 38 28 34 

Table No 1B: Sample Characteristics

 Name of Districts Males Females

 Nadia 60 40

 North 24 Parganas 61 39

 South 24 Parganas 53 47

 Hooghly 34 66
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Results and Analysis

As part of data collection, responses were taken from the general public/ potential consumers/ 

potential producers of GM Food in Nadia; North 24 Parganas; South 24 Parganas and Hooghly 

districts of West Bengal. The questions asked and responses collected are presented in the form of 

following tables and graphs.

The sample population were asked how much they have heard of or read about Genetic 

Modification and its use in food technology. Their responses are summarized in the figure below.

Figure No. 1A: Extent of Information on GM Technology

Figure No 1A shows that the majority of the respondents have some information on Genetic 

Modification and the application of this technology in food production.

When asked what is the source of obtaining information on genetic modification and the 

applicability of this technology in food production, the respondents provided a wide range of 

sources which are summarized below.

Figure No. 1B: Source of Information on GM Technology
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38% of respondents cited the internet as a source of information on genetic modification, while 34% 

stated that they had obtained information on genetic modification technology from other sources 

like offsprings, siblings, friends, relatives, journals and the like. 16% of respondents were of the 

opinion that NGOs and anti-gmo campaigns are sources of information on genetic modification. 

Hence according to popular public opinion NGOs and advocacy does play a role in information 

dissemination but that role is not of great significance. Another interesting aspect observed was that 

the radio is not considered as a source of information dissemination.

The respondents were asked whether new media, NGOs and advocacy groups play a vital role in 

influencing government policy with regard to genetic modification. Their responses are 

summarized in the figure below.

Figure No. 1C: New Media, NGOs / Social Advocacy Plays a Vital Role in Influencing 

Government Policy on Genetic Modification 

Figure No. 1C shows that the majority of the respondents strongly agree that NGOs and advocacy 

groups can influence government policy. It must also be stated here that the respondents who 

strongly agreed were mostly the ones employed in the education sector, in private or government 

service, in media and as professionals.

Majority of the respondents strongly agreed that new media,  NGOs and social advocacy groups 

influence public attitudes. Details of their responses are summarized below.
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Figure No. 1D: New Media, NGOs / Social Advocacy Influencing Public Attitude

On detailed questioning it was found out that the majority of the respondents were of the opinion 

that new media, NGOs and advocacy groups play an important role in influencing public sentiment 

as the public consider such organizations as more trustworthy than the media or government.

The respondents were asked whether they know of NGOs and social advocacy groups working with 

GM Food and Crops. Their responses were categorized district-wise. A summary of the responses 

are presented below. 

Figure No. 1E: Awareness Among Respondents in Nadia about NGOs / Advocacy 

Groups Working With GM Crops and Food
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Figure No. 1F: Awareness Among Respondents in North 24 Parganas about NGOs / 
Advocacy Groups Working With GM Crops and Food

Figure No. 1G: Awareness Among Respondents in South 24 Parganas about NGOs / 

Advocacy Groups Working With GM Crops and Food

Figure No. 1H: Awareness Among Respondents in Hooghly about NGOs / Advocacy 

Groups Working With GM Crops and Food
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In Nadia district 47% of the respondents were not aware of NGOs / advocacy groups working with 

GM Foods and Crops. Though among this group some stated that they were aware about NGOs 

working in the field of agriculture and rural development but they were not sure whether these 

organizations focused on spreading awareness with regard to GM foods and crops. 23% of the 

respondents were aware about Green peace and 145 were aware about Navdanya. The interesting 

observation was that 16% stated the name of a local organization—State Agricultural Technologists 

Service Association (SATSA).

The respondents of North 24 Parganas were more aware. 38% stated that they were not aware of any 

NGOs / advocacy groups working in the field of GM. 7% of respondents cited SATSA while 36% of 

them cited Green peace again. In this district 20% of respondents named another local NGO-

Barasat  Anweshan. While 17% knew about India For Safe Food.

In South 24 Parganas respondents named 3 local NGOs / advocacy groups working with GM, they 

were YUVA (3%); SATSA (16%) and Development Resource and Service Centre, Calcutta 

(DRCSC) (5%). 24% of respondents were not aware of any organization or group working with 

GM. While the rest of the respondents named organizations of national and international repute like 

Gene Campaign (4%); Navdanya (12%) and Green peace (36%).

Respondents of the Hooghly district were most unaware as 79% of respondents stated that they did 

not know of any organization working with GM foods or crops. Few of them stated national and 

global organizations like India For Safe Food (20%); Alliance for Sustainable and Holistic 

Agriculture (ASHA) (2%); GM Free India (1%); Green peace (5%) and GM Watch (1%).

It can thus be concluded that the majority of the population are not aware of NGOs / advocacy 

groups working with GM foods and crops. They may be aware of organizations working in the field 

of agriculture, extension and rural development but they are unaware of organizations working 

specifically with GM foods and crops. Green peace is the only organization cited by respondents 

from all districts. On detailed questioning it was found out that Green peace is most visible in the 

media especially on the internet and through blog links shared on social networking sites. Navdanya 

was another popularly cited organisation. Respondents were aware about it primarily because of 

their awareness about world renowned scientist and environmentalist Vandana Shiva. Names of 5 

local organizations were cited in the survey namely SATSA; DRCSC; YUVA; Barasat Anweshan 

and Earth Care Books. These organizations have been reviewed in the latter half of the research to 

explore their role in awareness creation among the public. 

The respondents were asked whether they have attended any workshop, seminar, conference or 

campaign with regard to GM foods and crops. Their responses have again been segregated district-

wise and have been presented below.
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Figure No. 1I: Attendance in Workshops, Seminars/Conferences and Campaigns of 

Respondents of Nadia District

Figure No. 1J: Attendance in Workshops, Seminars/Conferences and Campaigns of 

Respondents of North 24 Parganas District 

Figure No. 1K: Attendance in Workshops, Seminars/Conferences and Campaigns of 

Respondents of South 24 Parganas District
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Figure No. 1L: Attendance in Workshops, Seminars/Conferences and Campaigns of 

Respondents of Hooghly District

In Nadia district 3% of respondents had attended workshops; in North 24 Parganas and Hooghly no 

one had attended any workshop and in South 24 Parganas 4% of respondents had attended 

workshops. On detailed questioning it was found out that all respondents who had attended 

workshops had attended the Training Workshop on Environmental Biotechnology organized by 

ENVIS Centre on Environmental Biotechnology. The workshop was sponsored by the Ministry of 

Environment and Forests, Government of India and was hosted by University of Kalyani in 2003.

Seminars and Conferences on GM foods and crops were attended by 18% of respondents from 

Nadia; 36% of respondents from North 24 Parganas; 21% of respondents from South 24 Parganas 

and 5% of respondents from Hooghly. On detailed questioning it was found out that some of them 

had attended the Agri-Biotechnology—Opportunity and Challenges Seminar of 2007 organized by 

the Associated Chamber of Commerce and Industry of India in association with the Merchant's 

Chamber of Commerce; some others had attended the Seminar at Paribesh Bhawan, Bidhan Nagar 

in 2007 which had focused on Awareness Generation on Biosafety Regulations With Regard to 

Field Trials of Transgenic Crops that had been jointly organized by the Biotech Consortium of India 

Ltd; Department of Biotechnology, Government of West Bengal and the Department of 

Environment, Government of West Bengal. A few others had attended a Seminar on Merits and 

Demerits of GM Crop Introduction in the State in September 2007 that was organized by SATSA; 

while some others attended the 2008 Seminar on GM crops held at Nadia Zilla Parishad also by 

SATSA.
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7% of respondents from the Nadia district; 2% of respondents from North 24 Parganas; 3% of 

respondents from Hooghly had attended GM related Campaigns. No one from South 24 Parganas 

had attended any campaign. Most of the respondents who had attended a campaign stated that they 

had participated in the protest march against BRAI Bill in 2011, while a few others had participated 

in online campaigns on Facebook and Twitter by Green peace and Navdanya.

Out of a total of 400 respondents, 188 stated that they were not aware of any NGO or Social 

Advocacy group working with GM foods and crops. The 212 respondents who were aware of 

organizations working with GM foods and crops listed some issues which they thought that the 

organizations were focusing on with regard to GM foods and crops. The responses are summarized 

in the following table:

Table No 2A: Issues Raised by NGOs/ Social Advocacy Groups

 Issues Number of Respondents

 Demand for Moratorium on GM Field Trials 107

 Generic Anti-GM Sentiments or Demands 69

 Pressure on/ Support for GM Free Regions 4

 Discussion of Health Risks of GMOs 3

 Demands for Increased GMO Regulations6Miscellaneous 23

It was observed that the majority of respondents stated that the major issue raised by new media, 

NGOs / Social Advocacy groups is the demand for moratorium on GM field trials. They considered 

this a popular issue primarily because they felt that the media covers this demand the most.

The 212 respondents were asked who they thought were the target groups that the new media, NGOs 

/ advocacy groups focused on in their awareness drives. The responses are summarized below.

Table No 2B: Target Group of New Media, NGOs / Social Advocacy Groups

 Target Group Number of Respondents

 Farmer 127

 Consumer 49

 General Public 36

Majority of the respondents were of the opinion that the target group that NGOs and advocacy 

groups focused on for awareness drives and for influencing were the farmers. This group is usually 
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focused on because they are considered the primary stakeholders in the GM debate since they are 

the potential producers of GM crops and food.

Conclusion

It can thus be concluded that the majority of the sample population have some idea or information 

about GM technology and its application in food production. The general public gives credit to 

sources like the internet, journals, community members and the like for information dissemination 

on GM. NGOs and advocacy groups are considered to be sources of information but they are not 

considered to be vital enough. Though the general public strongly agrees that NGOs and advocacy 

groups can play a vital role in affecting GM related government policy. Majority of the general 

public also strongly agrees that NGOs and advocacy groups can play an important role in 

influencing public sentiment as such organizations are trusted more than the media or the 

government.

The awareness of the general public with regard to knowledge about NGOs and advocacy groups 

working with GM foods and crops is low. Out of a total of 400 respondents, 188 are unaware. The 

212 respondents, who are aware, know more about global and national level NGOs and advocacy 

groups. The local group SATSA as cited by respondents from Nadia, South and North 24 Parganas is 

an organization under the aegis of the State Department of Agriculture, Government of West Bengal 

and hence is not an NGO. Earth care books as cited by respondents from Hooghly is again not an 

NGO and can be called an advocacy group since it publishes and distributes books on 

environmental issues and sustainable development. Barasat Anweshan is an NGO working in the 

agricultural sector and DRCSC is an NGO working with food and livelihood security issues of the 

rural poor. Though YUVA is a local advocacy group yet the main focus of this group is youth 

empowerment.

It can also be seen that the workshops, conferences and seminars attended by the respondents were 

all organized by governmental bodies and NGOs played no major role. The most popular campaigns 

with regard to GM were organized by national and global level NGOs like Green peace and 

Navdanya but these campaigns were mostly online in nature. According to the general public, 

NGOs and advocacy groups working with GM foods and crops primarily focus on demanding 

moratorium on field trials and focus on farmer groups specifically for awareness raising drives. 

Thus it can be concluded that the general public is of the opinion that NGOs and social advocacy 

groups in the listed districts of West Bengal play no major role in raising awareness among the 

general public. These groups rather act as pressure groups, pushing the government to take 

measures to regulate biotechnological innovations and practices in the State. 
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Abstract:

Digital payment system has become indispensable in our life. Nearly thirty years ago people 

wouldn't have thought of it and even wouldn't have thought that it will become obligatory of human 

life. Aged people are generally reluctant to learn and use electronic payment system, but COVID 

and Demonetisation have forced most of them to use this system. Apart from that COVID has 

expedite the growth of digital payment system in recent times. The present study aims at finding out 

of some specific answers from different class of people. Twenty structured Questionnaire have been 

formed under the four pre-determined direction and was used to test whether measures of a 

construct are consistent with pre-shaped understanding of the nature of that construct or factor. 

Also to find out how the variables are correlated to each other and how many of them may be 

considered as important factors.

Keywords: Construct, COVID, Demonetisation, Digital, Expedite, Pre-determined

Introduction:

Earlier India was purely cash-based economy but later on the vision of government i.e., 'Digital 

India', then Demonetisation and currently the effect of COVID have resulted in marvellous growth 

in online payments. Increased use of android mobiles and super fast internet are meant for 

unprecedented growth in use of digital payment. It is no doubt that digital payments brought in more 

transparency and accountability in transactions which in turn empowered the country's economy. In 

recent time introduction or use of different digital wallets like paytm, phone pay, airtel payments 

bank, amazon pay, UPI and BHIM apps not only smoothen financial transaction but also brought 

phenomenal change in the history of monetary transaction. Payments are made by debit cards, credit 

cards or direct transfer from one account to another or one person to another etc. by the use of net 

banking or wallets are the features of digital economy. Now-a-days it is also found that even the use 
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of cheques have reduced drastically. As for example cancelled cheques are used for authentication 

of COTM (Common One Time Mandate) in mutual fund transaction, but once it has been done (i.e., 

bank account is registered) then both investment and redemption can be done online. The Reserve 

Bank of India is also continuously pushing numerous efforts into society to reduce the use of cash in 

the economic system by promoting the cashless payment devices to achieve the goal of a 'cashless' 

society. Different apps are providing cash back facility and additional discount offer than traditional 

payment system at the time of transaction to lure the customers. Last but not the least the spread of 

COVID pandemic has enforced nearly most of the people willingly or not willingly to use electronic 

mode of payment system. 

Brief Review of Literature:

“Professor Baghla's paper it was found that the government as well as the private sector companies 

have already introduced different e-wallets and apps for moving towards cashless economy but it 

will take longer time to have complete cashless economy. Lack of knowledge, consciousness among 

consumers and fear of loss of money in online by the hackers; these are the major barriers in front of 

Indian govt to implement it fully.” (Baghla 85) “In the joint paper of Dr Kavitha and Dr Kumar it was 

noticed that the government initiative such as slogan like 'Digital India' and later on demonetization 

resulted in remarkable growth in digital payments in India. They found that extensive use of 

different digital wallets; UPI and BHIM apps have made the transaction smooth on online payment 

mode. Payment gateways like Billdesk, Citrus have emerged as the most considerable provider in 

pushing buyers towards cashless and online payments. The extensive uses of smart phones with fast 

internet connectivity have also led the people to use digital payment system.” (Kavitha and Kumar 

189) “In Dr Murthy's paper it was found that the author uttered about the numerous benefits of 

digital payment system in terms of liquidity, scalability, accountability, transparency, domestic and 

international fund transfer, round the clock availability, simple, fast and easy to use, inexpensive, 

safe and secure. According to him cashless modes has minimized transaction costs and reduces the 

dimension of the grey or informal economy. It also helps business to strengthen their customer base 

beyond the geographical location and boundaries instantly. According to him cashless payments 

will minimise corruption in the society too.” (Murthy 11). “Prof Erandekar in his paper established 

that in recent years, India has undergone a massive transformational change from purely cash-based 

economy to digital economy. Digital payments provide easier and quicker payment options and as 

well as reduce cash related issues like corruption and unaccountability. Their paper aimed to study 

the growth of digital payment instruments in terms of volume of transactions like NEFT (National 

Electronic Fund Transfer), RTGS (Real Time Gross Settlement), IMPS (Immediate Payment 

System), Mobile-wallets and UPI (Unified Payments Interface). His study also tried to examine the 

use of these instruments over the years and to realize the preference of the people towards the 

different instruments” (Erandekar 35).
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Research Gap & Objective of the Study:

There are so many papers are published till now on electronic/digital payment system but there may 

be very few; that study the Buyers' perception on Electronic Payment System by involving/asking 

them through some structured questionnaire, which has prompted me to develop an insight from this 

perspective. The aim of this paper is to establish a relationship between buyers' perception on digital 

payment system in Kolkata and its surroundings on the basis of some variables i.e., in terms of 

asking them some basic questions which includes - advantages of digital payment system, Privacy 

& security, Ease of use and Persuading factors which was again sub-divided into five questions 

each. The basic parameters are as follows:

i) Whether measures of a construct are consistent with research understanding of the nature of that 

construct or factor?

ii) Whether the data fit hypothesised measurement model?

iii) How much the factors are correlated among themselves?

iv) Which are the most important factors from the view point of buyers?

Research Methodology and Sample Designing: 

For the purpose of research, twenty questions have been prepared on the basis of five points Likert 

scale and four demographic questions and ultimately asked or sent to 300 respondents and finally 

got back 200 responses. For the purpose of study; convenience sampling has been used i.e., 

questionnaire has been sent through mails and basically to known group of persons and most of the 

people are from urban (Kolkata) and few from semi-urban areas (Kolkata surroundings). The 

collected responses have been analysed by using Confirmatory Factor Analysis.

Analysis & Findings:

Table No 1 (Interpretation by using SPSS)

KMO and Bartlett's Test

 Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .535

 Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx.Chi-Square 359.630

  df 190

  Sig. .000

Table No 2 (Interpretation by using SPSS)

Reliability Statistics

 Cronbach's Alpha N of Items

 0.71 20
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Table No 3 Factor Loadings   (Interpretation by using Jamovi) 

     95% Confidence Interval

 Factor Indicator Estimate SE Lower Upper Z p Stand. 

         Estimate

 ADVANTAGE AD5 0.4102 0.1743 0.06860 0.7518 2.3536 < .001 0.36860

  AD4 0.1279 0.1124 -0.09247 0.3483 1.1375 < .001 0.15706

  AD3 0.0106 0.0809 -0.14789 0.1690 0.1308 < .001 0.01838

  AD2 0.5647 0.2308 0.11240 1.0170 2.4470 < .001 0.45324

  AD1 0.1182 0.1153 -0.10768 0.3441 1.0257 < .001 0.13122

 PRIVACY &  PS5 0.5859 0.1866 0.22010 0.9517 3.1393 < .001 0.65506

 SECURITY PS4 -0.2693 0.0933 -0.45216 -0.0864 -2.8853 < .001 -0.36414

   PS3 0.6396 0.2318 0.18526 1.0940 2.7591 < .001 0.46349

   PS2 0.1699 0.1422 -0.10870 0.4485 1.1953 < .001 0.12314

   PS1 -0.1947 0.1573 -0.50306 0.1137 -1.2371 < .001 -0.15298

 EASE OF USE EOU5  -0.7770 0.3538 -1.47046 -0.0836 -2.1963 < .001 -0.57081

   EOU4 0.2060 0.1509 -0.08978 0.5018 1.3651 < .001 0.13209

   EOU3 0.0107 0.1601 -0.30305 0.3245 0.0670 < .001 0.00781

   EOU2 0.1514 0.1737 -0.18908 0.4918 0.8714 < .001 0.11538

   EOU1 -0.2611 0.1565 -0.56784 0.0456 -1.6685 < .001 -0.17573

 PERSUADING PF5 0.8677 0.2475 0.38263 1.3528 3.5059 < .001 0.69635 

 FACTOR PF4 0.0994 0.1116 -0.11944 0.3182 0.8901 < .001 0.08966

   PF3 -0.2845 0.1685 -0.61476 0.0457 -1.6885 < .001 -0.18039

   PF2 0.3271 0.1623 0.00903 0.6452 2.0156 < .001 0.20049

   PF1 0.1926 0.1588 -0.11866 0.5039 1.2128 < .001 0.11828
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Table No 4 by using Jamovi) Factor Covariances

     95% Confidence Interval

 Factor  Estimate SE Lower Upper Z p Stand. 

         Estimate

 ADVANTAGE Advantage 1.000ᵃ 

    Privecy & -0.445 0.203 -0.842 -0.04805 -2.197 < .001 -0.445 

  Security 

   Ease of Use 0.274 0.318 -0.349 0.89684 0.862 < .001 0.274

   Persuading  -0.187 0.199 -0.578 0.20292 -0.941 < .001 -0.187 

  Factor

 PRIVACY &  Privecy & 1.000ᵃ 

 SECURITY Security

   Ease of Use 0.126 0.188 -0.241 0.49392 0.673 < .001 0.126

   Persuading 0.106 0.183 -0.252 0.46354 0.578 < .001 0.106 

  Factor

 EASE OF USE Ease of Use 1.000ᵃ 

   Persuading -0.868 0.439 -1.728 -0.00747 -1.977 < .001 -0.868 

  Factor

PERSUADING  Persuading 1.000ᵃ 

FACTOR Factor

ᵃ fixed parameter
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Table No 5 Test for Exact Fit(Interpretation by using Jamovi) 

  χ²   df   p

  276   164   < .001

Table No 6 (Interpretation by using Jamovi) Fit Measures

         RMSEA 90% CI

 CFI TLI SRMR RMSEA Lower  Upper

 0.917 0.901 0.0697 0.0584 0.0462  0.0702

Table No 7 (Interpretation by using Jamovi) Path Diagram
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Table No 8 (Interpretation by using SPSS) Correlation among similar variables

   (a) Proximity Matrix     (b) Proximity Matrix

  C orrelation between Vectors of Values    C orrelation between Vectors of Values

 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5  V6 V7 V8 V9 V10

V1 1.000 .091 .051 -.128 .046 V6 1.000 -.148 .102 .051 -.176

V2 .091 1.000 -.004 .053 .173 V7 -.148 1.000 .129 -.011 .038

V3 .051 -.004 1.000 .011 .115 V8 .102 .129 1.000 -.241 .290

V4 -.128 .053 .0111 .000 .060 V9 .051 -.011 -.241 1.000 -.226

V5 .046 .173 .115 .0601 .000 V10 -.176 .038 .290 -.2261 .000

This is a similarity matrix

Table No 9 (Interpretation by using SPSS) Correlation among similar variables

  (c) Proximity Matrix     (d) Proximity Matrix

  C orrelation between Vectors of Values    C orrelation between Vectors of Values

 V11 V12 V13 V14 V15  V16 V17 V18 V19 V20

V11 1.000 -.089 -.107 -.018 .103 V16 1.000 .072 -.105 .022 .081

V12 -.089 1.000 -.171 .028 .149 V17 .072 1.000 -.135 .013 -.126

V13 -.107 -.171 1.000 .039 -.094 V18 -.105 -.135 1.000 -.055 .028

V14 -.018 .028 .039 1.000 .051 V19 .022 .013 -.055 1.000 -.078

V15 .103 .149 -.094 .0511 .000 V20 .081 -.126 .028 -.0781 .000

This is a similarity matrix

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test value is 0.535 which signifies that the sampling adequacy of data is 

justified for Factor Analysis. The value of  Cronbach's alpha is 0.71 which is a good measure to 

assess the internal consistency of a set of test items. Advantages, Privacy & Security, Ease of Use 

and Persuading Factors are latent or unobserved variables and twenty are observed variables. The 

chi-square value is 276 with  degrees of freedom and is significant as the p value 164 <  .001 but 

generally chi-square statistic is not so significant in social science because of nature of data, so that is 

why additional fit indices has been incorporated and this outfit where TLI (0.901) and CFI (0.917) 

are greater than .90 whereas SRMR (0.0697) and RMSEA (0.0584) are lower than .08 which 

actually indicates the model fit is good. In Factor Loading Estimates are purely regression 

coefficient and z value is obtained by Estimate divided by standard error. Here all the estimates are 

significant as the p value < .001. If the p value is not significant then it will imply that the item did not 

really load high enough on the specific factor so there is miss specification in the model, but it doesn't 
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actually happened in this model, so model fit can be considered good. Standard estimates are 

considered as good as the value lies between 0.4 to 1.0. Factor covariances are essentially 

correlation between the factors which is also statistically significant.

Conclusion:

So analysis suggest that the actual measures of construct are consistent with research understanding 

of the nature of that construct and the model fit is good. The value of Tucker–Lewis index (TLI), 

Comparative fit index (CFI), Standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) and Root mean 

square error of approximation (RMSEA) are within the reasonable limit. Sampling adequacy of data 

is justified and internal consistency is also acceptable. The measures of the construct are consistent 

with research understanding and data fit the hypothesised measurement model as shown by the path 

diagram.  In table no 8 (a) it is found that V1 is highly correlated with V2 and moderately correlated 

with V3 and V5 whereas negatively correlated with V4. V2 is highly correlated with V1 and V5, 

moderately correlated with V4 and negatively correlated with V3. V3 is highly correlated with V5, 

moderately correlated with V1 and V4 and negatively correlated with V2.  V4 is moderately 

correlated with V2, V3 and V5 and negatively correlated with V1.  V5 is highly correlated with V2 

and V3 and moderately correlated with V1 and V4. So in terms of high correlation it can be 

concluded that V1, V2, V3 and V5 may be considered praiseworthy.  In table no 8 (b) it is found that 

V6 is highly correlated with V8 and moderately correlated with V9 whereas negatively correlated 

with V7 and V10. V7 is highly correlated with V8 and moderately correlated with V10 and 

negatively correlated with V6 and V9. V8 is highly correlated with V6, V7 and V10 and negatively 

correlated with V9.  V9 is moderately correlated with V6 and negatively correlated with V7, V8 and 

V10.  V10 is highly correlated with V8 moderately correlated with V7; negatively correlated with 

V6 and V9. Hence V6, V7, V8 and V10 are considered strong variables. In table no 9 (a) it is found 

that V11 is highly correlated with V15 and negatively correlated with V12, V13 and V14. V12 is 

highly correlated with V15 and moderately correlated with V14 and negatively correlated with V11 

and V13. V13 is moderately correlated with V14 and negatively correlated with V11, V12 and V15.  

V14 is moderately correlated with V12, V13 and V15 and negatively correlated with V11.  V15 is 

highly correlated with V11 and V12 moderately correlated with V14 and negatively correlated with 

V13. Hence V11, V12, V15 are considered to be commendable. In table no 9 (b) it is found that V16 

is highly correlated with V17 and V20; moderately correlated with V19 and negatively correlated 

with V18. V17 is highly correlated with V16; moderately correlated with V19 and negatively 

correlated with V18 and V20. V18 is moderately correlated with V20; negatively correlated with 

V16, V17 and V19. V19 is moderately correlated with V16 and V17; negatively correlated with V18 

and V20. V20 is highly correlated with V16; moderately correlated with V18 and negatively 

correlated with V17 and V19. Hence V16, V17, V20 are considered to be most valuable variables. 

Hence out of twenty variables fourteen variables are worthy and rest six (V4, V9, V13, V14, V18 and 
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V19) are less valuable from the viewpoint of buyers. Addition of more variables and incorporating 

more respondents may change the model fit which can be considered as limitation of the study in 

other words it also opens up the further scope of the study.

APPENDIX

QUESTIONAIRE

SECTION A: Demographic information

1. What is your gender? 

a. Male                               b. Female                          c. Trans gender

2. What is your age?

a.18 – 30   b. 31 – 43  c. 44 – 56  d. 57 – 69  e.70 – 82   f. 83 – 95 

3. Level of Study: 

a. High School b. Bachelor c. Masters d. Professional e. PhD

4. How long are you enjoying the experience of Digital payment?

a. Less than 1 year b. 2 – 4 years c. 5 – 9 years d. Above 10 years

SECTION B (V stands for Variable) : ON THE BASIS OF ADVANTAGE (AD)
  a b c d e
V1.  Electronic payment system is actually saves time and cost 
 for consumers

V2.  One can initiate financial transaction through electronic 
 payment system from anywhere if he/she has both android 
 mobile and internet connection 

V3.  Both billing and transaction processing section are precisely 
 managed in electronic payment system

V4.  Swiftness and flow of Electronic payment system is much more 
 faster than traditional payment system

V5.  It increases the volume of sales of a business organisation

ON THE BASIS OF PRIVACY & SECURITY (PS)

V6.  Online payment system ensures the protection of investors' 
 privacy and security
V7.  Online payment system ensures that the investors' will not be 
 trapped to financial fraud, if they maintain the strict 
 operational rules and regulation of electronic payment system

V8.  Confidential information like user ID, password OTP etc are 
 sent safely to customers by electronic payment system as and 
 when required by the customers
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V9.  Risk associated with Electronic payment system is either 
 very low or nil, if consumers follow the basic principles of 
 online payment system

V10. Two-factor authentication, Biometric authentication and 
 Double-check QR codes are now introduced for enhanced 
 security for the purpose of online payment

ON THE BASIS OF PERSUADING FACTORS (PF)
V11. Consumers generally prefer to use an electronic payment 
 system if they heard it before

V12.The comments of existing users of electronic payment system 
 will invariably influence new or potential consumers to use an 
 electronic payment system

V13. Consumers generally use an electronic payment system 
 when his/her near one's introducing him/her to a new app or 
 new electronic payment system

V14. Matters of security and privacy both are very much significant 
 and influencing factors when a particular person is deciding to 
 use electronic payment system

V15. Connectivity issue or speed of internet influences a particular
  person to use electronic payment system

ON THE BASIS OF EASE OF USE  (EOU)
V16. Generally web sites or apps of the existing electronic payment 
 sites are very much user friendly

V17. It is very easy to learn, how to use an electronic payment system

V18. Electronic payment system is much more efficient and effective
 than conventional payment channels

V19. Trusted and user-friendly electronic payment system helps 
 consumers to adopt the system and influence them to make 
 regular transaction

V20. Linking of various payment modes like net banking, credit 
 and debit card payments, google pay, UPI and BHIM etc. 
 are making the payment easier for an user

a. Strongly Agree b. Agree c. Neutral d. Disagree e. Strongly Disagree
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WHAT DO YOU WANT TO 'MEME'? A STUDY ON 
'LOCKDOWN MEME' ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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Abstract :

The paper seeks to examine the ‘lockdown memes’ circulated on various social media to explore the ways humour has 

been used to carry forward as well as conceal potential subversive and perpetuating ideas. Working upon the porous 

domain of virtual space, the paper makes a selective analysis of memes to critique the construction of reality that is not 

too different from the actual reality particularly in the domain of gender issue. While the memes are normally 

approached as items of eliciting humour on various social and political issues, the present article seeks to show how 

humour is tactic employed by the internet users to dilute the grave social concerns. While some memes are subversive in 

nature, memes on gender issues are reproduce the dominant power-centric and patriarchal culture and ethos.

The nationwide imposition of lockdown in 2020 following the outbreak of Covid-19 triggered a 

number of  'memes' on social media that not only poke fun at the plight of people locked indoors, but 

also underline certain social and cultural matrix. The idea of 'work from home' has been encouraged 

leading to the co-habitation of male and female members within the four walls of the room for 

considerable period of time. The household work has been normally managed by women in a 

patriarchal society, and the sudden imposition of lockdown forced men to take up household work in 

order to share the domestic burden. A number of investigations have been made to suggest that there 

has been sharp gender inequality in the domain of sharing domestic chores despite the apparently 

grandiloquent display of men shouldering domestic responsibility. The gender bias underlying the 

sharing of domestic work in a patriarchal culture has been all too patent on virtual space. The memes 

on lockdown and its resultant effect on man-woman relationship suggest that the division of labour 

between man and woman is based on patriarchal society and its gendered norms. While the domestic 

work has been conceived as primarily unpaid and therefore deemed less important than the paid jobs 

in which men are mostly engaged, the idea of men sharing domestic work has not been encouraged 

too often.  It is interesting to note that the attitude to domestic chores does not change much even 

when women are professionals or working women. Even in household where both husband and wife 

are working professionals, the onus of looking after domestic chores falls largely on women. This 
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has become too patent during lockdown when domestic helps remain absent. In fact the idea of 'work 

from home' has become highly troublesome as women are burdened with the task of not only 

working 'for/in home' but also from home. This 'work from home' has become literally troublesome 

as women have to manage both the home and the world. Men on the other hand are not generally 

expected to share the responsibility of domestic work. This patriarchal notion has been internalized 

by people of both sexes, and thus the husband's involvement in sharing domestic work is more of 

tokenism than the actual engagement in the work. Women are not also too ready to allow men to take 

up domestic work to a greater extent for various reasons. One reason behind women's apathy to 

encourage men in domestic chores is the socially transmitted idea that men are not fit for the job and 

the onus is primarily on women who have been trained to look after the domestic work. This is an 

offshoot of the patriarchal culture that promotes and advocates the homemaking skills of a woman. 

The male-dominated society divides space into 'ghar' (home) and 'bahir' (the world) and the 

patriarchal culture assigns sanctity to 'ghar' exclusively looked after by women. It is also seen that 

men are not encouraged to take up domestic work because of the fear of some sort of potential 

discord in the family.

The exponential growth in information technology and the greater network connectivity have 

created huge demand for social networking among Indians. The ubiquitous presence of social media 

and the addition of various functionalities have made them very popular among the users. No 

wonder the social media like the Facebook, Twitter, You Tube have not only opened up a new vista 

for communication across various borders, but also galvanized popular opinion for public causes. 

The hashtag # Me Too movement launched on social media had made huge impact upon different 

walks of life, and the mainstream, conventional media had to take cognizance of the situation. With 

the increasing number of subscribers, social media enjoy popular support and endorsement, and the 

alternative reality depicted in this media manages to impact the way we live our social lives. Since 

the social media remain more permissive in terms of discussion carried out openly on various issues 

and everything happens on a virtual space, the formation of community made through subscription 

to various groups is inspired by certain common interests that are volatile and flexible. Since the 

virtual space is considered to be fluid, intangible and unmapable, the commitment to a particular 

group is questionable and is always amenable to re-formulation. 

While the social media are marked by variety of activities ranging from political discussion, social 

and cultural activities to exclusively personal interests, the contemporary and trending things 

happen to proliferate and dominate the social space. Since the virtual space is considered to be less 

strict and more flexible, people are apparently less critical about the content they share or notice. 

However such activities may seem innocuous but a critical study of the content circulated on social 

media points towards certain patterns in the content on circulation. One of the important aspects of 

virtual messages/content is the humorous and ironical undertone embedded in the message. Since 

the virtual space is generally employed by the users without any serious intent or purpose, the 
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messages contain palatable material or are humourous in nature. This particular nature of the virtual 

message or space has given greater currency to 'meme'. Shifman argues that memes are 'units of 

popular culture that are circulated, imitated and transformed by internet users, creating a shared 

cultural experience'. No wonder memes are part of the 'popular culture' that enjoys the popular 

participation and is subversive in nature. While acknowledging the varied nuances of the term, John 

Storey argues that the term 'popular culture' is 'simply culture that is widely favoured or well liked by 

many people' (5). Such an understanding of the term implies the centrality of the people in the 

making and dissemination of culture. Therefore what is commonly perceived to be appealing to the 

mass constitutes the popular culture. Another aspect of this popular culture is that it is distinct from 

what is considered to be high or elite culture by its emphasis on mass production and consumption 

without any reference to standard notions of 'culture'. The social media which witness huge 

participation of people across various social and cultural divides have been very powerful in the 

making of popular culture by giving access to the people to engage in various cultural products. One 

of the recurrent features of the memes on circulation on social media is the humour they invoke and 

thrive on. A meme may be defined as a humourous image that is copied, circulated on virtual 

platform, and is primarily intended to make humorous comment upon certain social, political or 

cultural event or fact. A meme may be a visual message or text or video message that provides a 

unique perspective on the cultural events of a moment in time and space. Memes are generally made 

on trending topics or contemporary issues. Sometimes memes contain potential subversive 

messages that may not ordinarily be made in given circumstances. Therefore memes may be taken as 

tactics resorted to by the subaltern in their struggle for social justice. While memes originate from a 

sense of making jocular comments on the state of affairs, they are nonetheless powerful in 

galvanizing popular opinion on a particular topic. Milner argues that memes 'empower ordinary 

citizens to undermine the elite's control over mass media, to mobilize support for collective action, 

and to resist hegemonic discourses'. The success and popularity of a meme depends on how it is 

received and re-consumed by people, for 'it is only through the collective use that the artefact 

becomes an internet meme' (Osterroth). The underlying implication is that memes offer a 

participative engagement on the part of the users whose involvement in appreciating/ sharing the 

visual content contributes to the considerable life span of a meme. In fact the participatory ideas of 

online communication blur the content production and consumption. The success of a meme 

depends on the way humour and ironical tone is employed in making the meme. 

It has been observed that social media have been abuzz with various contemporary events, and the 

users ventilate their opinions often by producing a meme. The conventional aspects like the man-

woman relationship, oppositional views on career options by father and son/daughter etc. are 

generally considered to be suitable topics upon which memes are made. However as the virtual space 

is primarily marked by what is happening in the present, the contemporary events attract attention of 

the meme makers. A critical scrutiny of the memes circulated on social media will suggest that a 

good number of them are made to target the government policies by poking fun at them. Since the 
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unabated humour is at the core of a meme, users make fun of the government policies without 

running the risk of being considered as anti-government. This space thus offers ample opportunity to 

the common masses for ventilating their opinions as well as subscribing to the stand against any 

issue. The contemporary issues like the hike in petrol and LPG prices have been the butt of humorous 

diatribe by the users of social media. The unwanted behaviour of the political leaders, like sleeping 

while in the Legislative Assembly or Parliament has been trolled on social media in the form of 

memes. The declaration of election results for different State Assemblies or the performance of a 

cricket team are the popular themes upon which memes are made. Sometimes the memes are 

localized by offering local flavour to the visual message circulated on the internet. 

However virtual space has been inundated with the images of men engaged in domestic work, and 

such display underscores the need to unmask the show. It is in this perspective meme needs to be 

investigated as to how it underlines the socio-cultural matrix. The fundamental aspect of meme is the 

humour through which a message is conveyed. But humour is employed merely as a tool to disguise 

the inherent disapproval or opposition. Humour in fact facilitates in the articulation of antagonism in 

a veiled manner (Freud). No wonder the transmission of a disparaging remark or message goes 

unnoticed or remains ordinarily overlooked when it is couched with humour that advocates the light-

hearted tone in which the message is to be received. Since the core of a meme is thought to rest on its 

element of humour, it can easily penetrate the psyche of both sexes, and force them to participate in 

the message. Such participation becomes almost voluntary and normative through the immediate act 

of sharing and forwarding the message on various online platforms like WhatsApp, Facebook, 

Twitter, YouTube etc. It has been observed that memes centre round our everyday life and culture, 

and thus the participation of internet users is quite staggering primarily for its familiarity. A critical 

discourse on lockdown memes will gesture towards the inherent gender dynamics operative under 

the guise of innocuous memes. The memes circulated during lockdown emphasize the role of 

women as primary caregivers who have to look after not only the household work in the absence of 

domestic help, but also take care of the elders and children at home. Men on the other hand are 

projected more as consumers of the product made by women at home. The citizens have been urged 

to clap in order to applaud the work of frontline workers during pandemic, and this has led to the 

circulation of various memes. One meme depicting a middle class couple confined indoor and 

engaged in various activities suggests certain gender roles fashioned by society. In the meme it is 

seen that the husband enjoys the special programme/soap opera broadcast on television while the 

wife is engaged in cooking and speaking on the phone: “No, he is not helping at all. He just claps in 

recognition of my work for five minutes every day”. While this meme takes a dig at the political 

undertone of the context, it further sheds light on the gender division of labour. The meme 

underscores the gender-based expectation according to which women are considered to be the 

service providers while men are projected merely as consumers. This further perpetuates the social 

norm that domestic work is a matter of responsibility, and that primarily rests with women while men 
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perform their gender roles by remaining conspicuously absent from these activities. It may not be out 

of place to refer to the advisory issued by the Malaysian government regarding the appropriate 

behaviour expected of women: 'Avoid wearing home clothes. Dress up as usual, put on make-up and 

dress neatly.' Such directive is issued from the conviction that any kind of domestic discord or 

violence is directly linked with a woman's physical charm and can be averted only if women 

conform to the gender roles like remaining attractive or desirable. Such 'sexist' advice was however 

met with huge protest, and the government had to apologize for offending people. Such kind of 

'sexist' approach is evident in another campaign poster which suggested women should use baby 

voice of cartoon character Doraemon instead of 'nagging their husbands' during lockdown. All these 

campaign posters only perpetuate the gender roles championed by the patriarchal society. 

The gendering of space has been further consolidated by the circulation of memes that are thought to 

evoke laughter. Such evocation of laughter is merely a trick to conceal a potential gender 

stereotyping. The following meme pokes fun at the role reversal of the sexes, but it vicariously 

conceals the normalization of gendered space in a patriarchal society. 

 “ Lockdown...working from home

            Boss: Maine tumhe phone kiya tha, tumhari patni ne kaha tum khana bana rahe ho, tumne     

 waapis phone kyun nahi kiya?

            Employee: Sir kiya tha, aapi patni ne bataya aap barton dho rahe ho!”

            Boss: I called you, but your wife said you were busy in cooking. But why didn't you ring me

 back?

           Employer : Sir, I called you back but your wife said that you were washing utensils 

                                                                                                                      (Translation mine)

There are a number of issues that invite our attention here. Firstly the reversal of gendered roles is 

highlighted, and provokes fun. Secondly such reversal of roles is not socially acceptable or 

desirable, hence the meme. Another important aspect is the categorization or grading of even 

domestic work. While the act of cooking by man is acceptable, particularly in trying times like the 

pandemic, but the less masculine and utterly dishonourable act of washing utensils by men is not 

only hilarious but is considered highly derogatory. This covert message has become more pertinent 

as the boss is here assigned the task of washing utensils which is performed only by the domestic 

help. The meme therefore perpetuates the gender bias by reiterating the function of men as primary 

wage earners, and relegating the unpaid work as meaningless, or even no labour at all. Here the use of 

humour has been capitalized in order to elicit popular approval from the consumers. The social 

construction of masculinity is done through the division of labour, and thus the sharing of any 

household work, especially the so-called inferior works like washing utensils or clothes or mopping 

the floor etc. is deemed to question the sense of masculinity. No wonder the pictures of men cooking 

after learning the recipes from YouTube are quite visible while the image of men cleaning the floors 

or washing utensils remains nominally present. A meme depicts a man in his office attire doing 
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domestic chores like mopping the floor and washing the utensils and writes an imaginary letter to his 

office complaining how he is disturbed by the new routine he has to follow as the lockdown is 

imposed. Interestingly the man complains of the highly disturbing nature of domestic work. Such 

depiction of domestic chores is intended to insinuate that men are not fit for such job. 

Memes are therefore the reflection of the social and cultural orientation. The lockdown period 

witnesses a number of memes that comment on the hurdles faced by people in coping with the 

unforeseen situation. A number of memes has been made to poke fun at the discrepancy between 

expectation and reality in matters of online teaching or 'work from home'. However ordinarily, 

memes depicting men's participation in household work perpetuate gender bias by poking fun at the 

inefficient work done by men. The use of humour makes the memes seemingly acceptable, and thus 

memes potentially normalize the gender inequality maintained in a male-dominated society.

Note:

The memes referred to in the paper were available on internet and shared with me by friends and 

relatives. 
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•,þ•þ#ëû•þƒ� þ›!îûöìîöì¢îû�žþyîû¤yŸÄ� !î!‰ø•þ�¥€ëûyîû�xšÄ•þŸ�†þyîû”�¥¡�xîû”Ä�™�‚¤Ð�~¥z�™�‚öì¤îû� þ›!îûŸy”�~!¢ëûy–�
xy!œÊþ†þy� €� ¡Äy!�þš� xyöìŸ!îû†þyëû� ¤îöìíöì†þ� öî!ì¢Ð� îšž)þ!Ÿîû� þ›!îûŸy”� †þöìŸ� ëy€ëûyîû� œþöì¡� îy•þyöì¤�
†þyîÅšéôé’þy¥zéôéx:y¥zöì’þîû�Ÿyey�î,!m� þ›yöìFŒé�~î‚�ž,þþ›,öìÛþîû�•þyþ›Ÿyey�î,!k� þ›yöìFŒéÐ� þ²Ìy†,þ!•þ†þ�˜,öìëyÅöìˆîû�²Ìžþyî�î,!kþ�
þ›yöìFŒéÐ� �~Œéy’þüy�!@ÿÌš¥y’þz¤�ˆÄyöì¤îû�Ÿyey�!˜š�!˜š�î,!kþ�þ›yöìFŒé�ëy�!šëûsf”�†þîûy�¤½þî�šy�¥öì¡�x!‹þöìîû¥z�þ›,!íî#öì•þ�
!îþ›ëÅëû�öšöìŸ�xy¤öì•þ�þ›yöìîû�îöì¡�!îöì¢£ìKþöì˜îû�x!žþŸ•þÐ�

þ›!îûöìî¢�¤‚†þöì�þîû�x!šîyëÅ�þ›!îûšyŸ�!¥¤yöìî�þ›,!íî#îÄyþ›#��¡îyëû%îû�öÇþöìe�îÄyþ›†þ�þ›!îûî•Åþš�þ›!îû¡!Çþ•þ�
¥öìFŒéÐ�Žþ’þüŽþPy–�îšÄy–�ž)þ!Ÿ†þÁ›�²Ìž,þ!•þ�î,!k�þ›yöìFŒé–�þ›yš#ëû��öì¡îû�¤‚†þ�þ�ö˜‡y�!˜öìFŒéÐ�Ÿyšî�¤Ÿyöì��!î!žþ§¬�îû†þŸ�
š•%þš�š•%þš�žþy¥zîûyöì¤îû�²Ìöì†þyþ›�î,!k�þ›yöìFŒéÐ�
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•þy¥z�î¡y�ëyëû�þ›!îûöìî¢�¤‚†þöì�þîû�†þyîûöì”�îyÝ•þy!sf†þ�žþyîû¤yŸÄ�!î!‰ø•þ�¥öìFŒé–�ëy�Ÿyšî��y!•þîû�x!hßìc�!îþ›§¬�
†þöìîû�•%þ¡öì•þ�þ›yöìîûÐ�•þy¥z�þ›!îûöìîöì¢îû�¡%tþš�šëû–�²Ìöìëûy�š�¤%!‹þ!hsÿ•þ�þ›!îûöìî¢�¤‚îûÇþšÐ�~�šÄ�²Ìöìëûy�š�¤†þöì¡îû�
¤öì‹þ•þš•þy�€�xyhsÿ!îû†þ�¤¥öìëy!ˆ•þyÐ�Ÿyš%£ìöì†þ�!¢!Çþ•þ�€�þ›!îûöìî¢�Ÿšßñ�†þöìîû�•%þ¡öì•þ�¥öìîÐ��š�#îöìšîû�¤†þ¡�
þ›ëyÅöìëû�þ›!îûöìî¢�‹þ‹Åþyöì†þ�²Ì¤y!îû•þ�€�!î†þ!¢•þ�†þîûöì•þ�¥öìîÐ�~‡yöìš¥z�xyöì¤�þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�²Ì¤DÐ

þ›!îûöìî¢� xyöì¨y¡šƒ� î•ÅþŸyš� !îöìÙ»� ¤yŸy!�†þ� xyöì¨y¡š=!¡îû� Ÿöì™Ä� xšÄ•þŸ� ¥¡� þ›!îûöìî¢� xyöì¨y¡šÐ�
Ÿyšî�#îöìšîû� �x@ÿÌˆ!•þîû�¤öìD�¤öìD� þ›!îûöìî¢�xy��¤‚†þöì�þîû�¤Á¿%‡#šÐ�Ÿyšî�¤žþÄ•þyîû�x!hßìc�îûÇþyîû�ßºyöìíÅ¥z�
þ›!îûöìî¢�îûÇþyîû�²Ìöìëûy�šÐ�~¥z�ö‹þ•þšy�öíöì†þ�ö˜öì¢�ö˜öì¢�þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡š�¤‚ˆ!‘þ•þ�¥öìFŒéÐ�•þöìî�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡š�
=!¡îû�ö†þyöìšy�¤%!š!˜ÅÜT�Ÿ•þy˜¢Å�öš¥zÐ�!î!žþ§¬�¤Ÿöìëû�!î!žþ§¬�!î£ìëûöì†þ�¤yŸöìš�öîûöì‡�þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡š�¤‚ˆ!‘þ•þ�
¥öìëûöìŒéÐ�xyîyîû�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡š�!îöìÙ»îû�ö†þyš�~†þ!�þ�x‚öì¢€�¤#Ÿyîkþ�öš¥zÐ�!îÙ»îÄyþ›#�šyšyš�¤Ÿ¤Äyöì†þ�¤yŸöìš�öîûöì‡�
!î!žþ§¬�þ›siyëû�xyöì¨y¡š�¤‚ˆ!�þíþ�¥öìëûöìŒéÐ�

þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�öÇþöìe�Ÿ)¡•þ�˜%!�þ�™yîûy�¡ÇþÄ�†þîûy�ëyëûÐ�’þz_öìîûîû�!¢öìÒy§¬•þ�ö˜¢=!¡–�ëyîûy�’þz§¬ëûöìšîû�‹)þ’þüyhsÿ�
þ›ëyÅöìëû�’þzþ›š#•þ�¥öìëûöìŒé�~î‚�ëyöì˜îû�!¢Òyëûöìšîû�œþöì¡�þ›!îûöìîöì¢îû�‹%þ’þüyhsÿ�Çþ!•þ�¤!™•þ�¥öìëûöìŒéÐ�ö¤¥z�¤Ÿhßì�ö˜¢=!¡öì•þ�
þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡š�¥¡�þ›!îûöìîöì¢îû�ßºyßiÄ�€�ö¤ï¨ëÅÄ�îûÇþyîû�xyöì¨y¡šÐ�öëŸš�¤î%��îûÇþyîû�xyöì¨y¡š–�îšÄ²Ìy”#�
¤‚îûÇþ”–�̃ )£ì”Ÿ%_«�þ›!îûöìî¢�îûÇþyîû�xyöì¨y¡š�¥z•þÄy!˜Ð�xšÄ!˜öì†þ�̃ !Çþöì”îû�’þz§¬ëûš¢#¡�€�̃ !îûo�ö˜¢�!îöì¢£ì•þ�•,þ•þ#ëû�
!îöìÙ»îû�ö˜¢=öì¡yîû�†þyöìŒé�þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡š�¥¡�̃ !îûo�Ÿyš%öì£ìîû�xyíÅ¤yŸy!�†þ�x!™†þyîû�îûÇþy–��#îš��#!î†þy�îûÇþy–�
’þzöìFŒéöì˜îû�xy¢Bþy�²Ìž,þ!•þöì†þ�¤yŸöìš�öîûöì‡�xyöì¨y¡šÐ�xyîyîû�~¥z�˜%¥z�™yîûyîû�xyöì¨y¡öìš�ßºyöìíÅîû�¤‚‰y•þ�x!šîyëÅ�
¥öìëû�þ›öì’þüÐ�öëŸš�̃ )£ì”Ÿ%_«�þ›!îûöìî¢�îûÇþyîû�ßºyöìíÅ�̃ )£ì”†þyîû#�!¢Òéôé†þ¡†þyîû‡yšy�î¦þþ�†þîûy�²Ìöìëûy�š–�xyîyîû�~¥z�¤Ÿhßì�
!¢Ò�î¦þþ�¥öìëû�öˆöì¡�̃ !îûo�Ÿyš%£ì�†þŸÅ¥#š�¥öìëû�þ›öì’þüÐ�

žþyîûöì•þîû�öÇþöìe€�þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡š�šyšyš�™yîûyëû�¤‚ˆ!‘þ•þ�¥öìëûöìŒéÐ�žþyîûöì•þîû�þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�
öÇþöìe�~†þ!�þ�!î£ìëû�’þzöìÍÔ‡öìëyˆÄ–�žþyîûöì•þîû�öë�¤Ÿhßì�îûy�Ä�!¢Òéôé†þ¡†þyîû‡yšyîû�îÄyþ›yöìîû�xy@ÿÌˆ”Ä�ö¤¥z�¤Ÿhßì�îûyöì�Ä¥z�
þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡öìšìîû�xy!™†þÄ�þ›!îû¡!Çþ•þ�¥ëûÐ�~öìÇþöìe�=�îûy�þ–�Ÿy¥yîûyÜTÉ�~î‚�Ÿ™Ä²Ìöì˜öì¢îû�†þíy�’þzöìÍÔ‡öìëyˆÄÐ�
!î!žþ§¬�!¢Ò�~î‚��¡y™yîû�€�îy„™�!šŸÅyöì”îû�öÇþöìe�~¥z�îûy�Ä=!¡�xšÄyšÄ�îûyöì�Äîû�•%þ¡šyëû�x@ÿÌ¤îûÐ�ßºyžþy!î†þžþyöìî¥z�
€¥z�îûy�Ä=!¡öì•þ�þ›!îûöìî¢�îûÇþyîû�̃ yî#€�x!™†þÐ�~öìÇþöìe�òšŸÅ˜y�þîy„‹þy€ó�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�†þíy�’þzöìÍÔ‡öìëyˆÄÐ�Ÿ¥yîûyÜTÉ–�
Ÿ™Ä²Ìöì˜¢�~î‚�=�îûy�þöì†þ�ö†þw�†þöìîû¥z�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡š�¤‚ˆ!‘þ•þ�¥öìëûöìŒéÐ�~Œéy’þüy�þ›!ØþŸîD–�!î¥yîû–�’þz!’þü£ìÄy–�!˜!ÍÔ�
²Ìž,þ!•þ�îûyöì�Ä€�!î!žþ§¬�¤Ÿ¤Äyöì†þ�¤yŸöìš�öîûöì‡�™#öìîû�™#öìîû�~†þy!™†þ�xyöì¨y¡š�¤‚ˆ!‘þ•þ�¥öìFŒéÐ�

¤y™yîû”žþyöìî�î¡y�ëyëû�öë�þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�Ÿ)¡�!î£ìëû�¥¡�Ÿyš%£ì�€�²Ì†,þ!•þîû�Ÿöì™Ä�¤Á›†ÅþÐ�þ›!îûöìî¢�
xyöì¨y¡š�¥¡�~†þ�¤öì‹þ•þšžþyöìî�¤‚ˆ!‘þ•þ�!e«ëûy†þ¡yþ›–�ëyîû�’þzöìj¢Ä�¥¡�þ²Ìy†,þ!•þ†þ�¤Á›˜�¤Ÿ)öì¥îû�̃ #‰Åßiyëû#�öžþyˆ€�
îÄî¥yîûöì†þ�¤%!š!Øþ•þ�†þîûy–�þ›!îûöìîöì¢îû�xîÇþëû�öîûy™�†þîûy�€�þ›!îûöìî¢�¤‚îûÇþöì”îû�îÄîßiy�†þîûyÐ�~Œéy’þüy��#!î†þy�Åš�
~î‚� îš�� €� xšÄy”Ä� ²Ìy†,þ!•þ†þ� ¤Á›öì˜îû� €þ›îû� x!™†þyîû� ²ÌöìÙÀ€� þ›!îûöìî¢� xyöì¨y¡š� ¤‚ˆ!‘þ•þ� ¥öìëû� íyöì†þÐ�
Ghanshyam Shah •þy„îû�òSocial Movement in Indiaó�@ÿÌöìsi�îöì¡öìŒéš–�òò…. More o�en than not the struggle 

of the people on the issues of their livelihood and access to forest and other natural resources are 

coined as environmental movements�óó.�

!‹þþ›öì†þy�xyöì¨y¡š�SChipko MovementV�ƒ�žþyîû•þîöì£ìÅîû�þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡š=!¡îû�Ÿöì™Ä�xšÄ•þŸ�¥¡�!‹þþ›öì†þy�
xyöì¨y¡šÐ�!¥Ÿy¡öìëûîû�ˆyöì’þüyëûy¡�xMþééöì¡îû�x!™îy¤#öì˜îû�ˆyŒé�îûÇþy�†þîûyîû�xyöì¨y¡š�!¥¤yöìî�70éôé~îû�˜¢öì†þ�~¥z�
xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�¤)‹þšy�¥ëûÐ�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�xšÄ•þŸ�÷î!¢ÜTÄ�!Œé¡��šˆöì”îû�ßº•þƒß³)þ•Åþ�x‚¢@ÿÌ¥”Ð�þ›yîÅ•þÄ�xMþéöì¡îû�
˜!îûo��šˆš–�•þíy†þ!í•þ�̃ !¡•þ�¤Á±˜yöìëûîû�Ÿyš%£ì�~î‚�Ÿ!¥¡yîûy�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡öìš�¤!e«ëû�ž)þ!Ÿ†þy�@ÿÌ¥”�†þöìîû!Œéöì¡šÐ�
†þyîû”�þ›!îûöìî¢�€�îyÝ•þöìsfîû�xîÇþöìëûîû�†þyîûöì”�¤îöìíöì†þ�Çþ!•þ@ÿÌhßì�¥öìëûöìŒéš�¤Ÿyöì�îû�~öì†þîyöìîû�š#öì‹þîû�hßìöìîûîû�̃ !îûo�
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Ÿyš%£ì�š–� ëyîûy� ßiyš#ëû� þ›!îûöìî¢� €� îšž)þ!Ÿîû� ’þzþ›îû� !šžÅþîû� †þöìîû� �#!î†þy� !šîÅy¥� †þöìîûšÐ� œþöì¡� ~¥z� xMþéöì¡îû�
xyíÅéôé¤yŸy!�†þ�îÄîßiy�€��#!î†þyîû�¤‚ßiyöìšîû�¤‚@ÿÌyöìŸîû�¤öìD€�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡š�ë%_«�¥öìëû�þ›öì’þü�~î‚�e«öìŸ¥z�¢!_«¢y¡#�
ˆšxyöì¨y¡öìšîû�îû*þ›�™yîû”�†þöìîûÐ�e«öìŸ¥z�!‹þþ›öì†þy�xyöì¨y¡š�žþyîûöì•þîû�xšÄyšÄ�x‚¢�~î‚�!îöìÙ»îû�!î!žþ§¬�²Ìyöìhsÿîû�
þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡š�=!¡îû�¤yŸöìš�xš%öì²Ìîû”yîû�’þzê¤�¥öìëû� ˜y„’þüyëûÐ�¤•þÄîÊ•þ� ‹þe«î•Åþ#�•þy„îû�Environment and 

Poli�cs in India �šyŸ†þ�²Ìîöì¦þþ�’þzöìÍÔ‡�†þöìîûöìŒéš–�òòIn popular percep�on, Chipko has come to be the 

symbol of India environmentalism. It has also inspired a number of similar movements in different 

parts of the countryóóÐ

!¥Ÿy¡ëû�¥¡�žþyîûöì•þîû�xîû”Ä�¤Á›öì˜îû�Ÿ)¡�’þzê¤Ð�~‡yš†þyîû�ßiyš#ëû�x!™îy¤#îûy�xîû”Ä�öíöì†þ�¤Á›˜�¤‚@ÿÌ¥�
†þöìîû��#!î†þy�!šîyÅ¥�†þöìîû�íyöì†þÐ�!†þv�¤îû†þyîû�~¥z�xMþéöì¡îû�x!™îy¤#öì˜îû�xîûöì”Äîû�€þ›îû�~¥z�x!™†þyîû�öíöì†þ�î!Mþé•þ�
†þîûöì¡�~î‚�†þyöì‘þîû�îÄî¤yëû#�€�!‘þ†þy˜yîûöì˜îû�~¥z�xMþéöì¡îû�̂ yŒé�†þy�þyîû�“þy¡y€�xš%Ÿ!•þ�!˜öì¡�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�¤)‹þšy�
¥ëûÐ�ò!‹þþ›†þšyó�šyŸ†þ�!¥!¨�¢·�öíöì†þ�ò!‹þþ›öì†þyó�†þíy!�þîû�’þzêþ›!_Ð�~îû�xíÅ�¥¡��!’þüöìëû�íy†þy–�~„öì�þ�íy†þy�îy�ö¡öìˆ�
íy†þyÐ�¤îû†þyîû�!¥Ÿy¡öìëûîû�~¥z�ˆyöì’þüyëûy¡�xMþéöì¡îû�îšž)þ!Ÿîû�!î!žþ§¬�x‚¢�!‘þ†þy˜yîûöì˜îû�†þyöìŒé�!š¡yöìŸ�!î!e«�†þöìîû�
!˜öì¡�¤‚!ÙÕÜT�xMþéöì¡îû�ßiyš#ëû�x!™îy¤#öì˜îû�†þyöìŒé�îé,Çþ¤Á›˜�îûÇþy�†þîûyîû�xyîû�ö†þyöìšy�’þzþ›yëû�!Œé¡�šyÐ�•þy„îûy�˜%¥yöì•þ�
ˆyŒéöì†þ��!’þüöìëû�™öìîû�!‘þ†þy˜yîûöì˜îû�†%þ‘þyöìîûîû�ö†þyþ›�²Ì!•þ¥•þ�†þöìîûšÐ�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�’þzöìÍÔ‡öìëyˆÄ�÷î!¢ÜTÄ�¥¡�~¥z�
xyöì¨y¡öìš�Ÿ!¥¡yîûy�¤!e«ëû�ž)þ!Ÿ†þy�@ÿÌ¥”�†þöìîûš–�œþöì¡�îš�€�þ›!îûöìî¢�îûÇþyîû�̃ #‰Åßiyëû#�ßºyíÅ�!îöì¢£ì�=îû&c�þ›yëûÐ�

!¥Ÿy¡öìëûîû�ˆyöì’þüyëûy¡�xMþéöì¡�~¥z� !‹þþ›öì†þy�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�¤)‹þšy�¥ëû–�•þöìî�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�²Ìžþyî�~¥z�
xMþéöì¡�¤#Ÿyîkþ�!Œé¡�šyÐ�•þy�žþyîûöì•þîû�!î!žþ§¬�xMþéöì¡�Œé!’þüöìëû�þ›öì’þü!Œé¡Ð�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�Ÿ)¡�¡ÇþÄ�!Œé¡�!¥Ÿy¡öìëûîû�
îšž)þ!Ÿöì†þ�îy!”!�Ä†þ�xy@ÿÌy¤öìšîû�¥y•þ�öíöì†þ�îûÇþy�†þîûyÐ�70~îû�˜¢öì†þ�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�¤)‹þšy�¥öì¡€�~¥z�xMþéöì¡�
îy!”!�Ä†þ�žþyöìî�î,ÇþöìŒé˜š�Öîû&�¥ëû�!îÊ!�þ¢�¢y¤š†þyöì¡�~î‚�ßºy™#š�žþyîûöì•þ€�•þy�xîÄy¥•þ�íyöì†þÐ�îšyMþé¡�™�‚öì¤îû�
þ›!îû”yöìŸ�™#öìîû�™#öìîû�~¥z�xMþéöì¡�ž)þ!ŸÇþëû�ž)þ!Ÿ™¤�‡îûy–�îšÄy�²Ìž,þ!•þ�îy’þüöì•þ�íyöì†þÐ�~¥z�þ›!îû!ßi!•þöì•þ�1970�¤yöì¡�
ˆDyîû�²Ì™yš�’þzþ›š˜#�x¡†þyš¨yëû�²Ìî¡�îšÄy�¥ëûÐ�œþ¤öì¡îû�öÇþ•þ–�‰îûîy!’þü–�ö¤•%þ–�ö¤‹þîÄîßiy��¡!î˜%Äê�ö†þw�
îÄyþ›†þžþyöìî� ™�‚¤²Ìy®� ¥ëûÐ� þ›!îû!ßi!•þîû� öŸy†þy!î¡yëû� ¤îû†þyîû� þîÄyþ›†þ� þ›!îû†þÒšy�€� †þŸÅ¤)!‹þ� @ÿÌ¥”� †þöìîûÐ�~îû¥z�
²Ì!•þ!e«ëûy�!¥¤yöìî�~¥z�xMþéöì¡îû�x!™îy¤#öì˜îû�Ÿöì™Ä��š�yˆîûöìšîû�¤,!ÜT�¥ëû�~î‚�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�¤)‹þšy�¥ëûÐ�

~¥z�xMþéöì¡îû�x!™îy¤#îûy�îšyMþé¡�öíöì†þ�œþ¡Ÿ)¡–�¥y¡†þy��µy¡y!š–�Ÿ™%�²Ìžþ,!•þ�¤‚@ÿÌ¥�†þöìîû��#!î†þy�!šîÅy¥�
†þîû•þÐ�~�!Œé¡�•þyöì˜îû�î‚¢yš%e«y!Ÿ†þ�x!™†þyîûÐ�!†þv�îš˜®îû�•þyöì˜îû�ö¤¥z�x!™†þyîû�¥îû”�†þöìîû�~î‚�!‘þ†þy˜yîûöì˜îû�
†þyöìŒé�!š¡yöìŸ�îy!”!�Ä†þžþyöìî�•þy�!î!e«�†þöìîûÐ�œþöì¡�@ÿÌyŸîy¤#öì˜îû�Ÿöì™Ä�x¤öìhsÿy¤��Ÿy�¥öì•þ�íyöì†þÐ�öˆyöìþ›Ù»îû�@ÿÌyöìŸ�
ˆ!‘þ•þ�¥ëû�Dasholi Gram Sarajya Mondal îy�SDGSMVÐ�~¥z� �¤‚ˆ‘þš!�þ�’þz_îûy‡uþ�xMþéöì¡îû�Ÿyš%öì£ìîû�Ÿöì™Ä�
¤öì‹þ•þš•þy�ˆ‘þöìšîû�îÄyþ›yöìîû�’þzöì˜Äyˆ�xyöìëûy�š�ˆ‚ˆ!‘þ•þ�†þöìîûÐ�¤îû¡y�öîöìšîû�’þzöì˜Äyöìˆ�1961�¤yöì¡�ˆ!‘þ•þ�¥ëû�
ò’þz_îûy‡uþ�¤öìîÅy˜ëû�Ÿuþ¡óÐ�1968�¤yöì¡�~¥z�xMþéöì¡îû�šyîû#éôéþ›%îû&£ìîûy�¤‚‰îkþžþyöìî�!‹þþ›†þ�xyöì¨y¡öìš�¢y!Ÿ¡�¥šÐ�
!îöì¢£ì•þ�~¥z�xMþéöì¡îû�Ÿ!¥¡yîûy€�xyöì¨y¡öìš�¤!e«ëû�ž)þ!Ÿ†þy�þ›y¡š�†þöìîûšÐ�

@ÿÌyŸîy¤#öì˜îû�²Ì!•þöìîûy™�~’þüyöìšyîû��šÄ�îš�!îžþyˆ�€�!‘þ†þy˜yîûîûy�öˆyöìþ›Ù»îû�@ÿÌyŸ�öíöì†þ�̃ )îûî•Åþ#�ö†þ˜yîûšyöìíîû�
!š†þöì�þ�œþy�þy�îûyŸþ›%îû�îšyMþéöì¡�†þyŒé�†þy�þyîû�îÄyþ›yöìîû�’þzöì˜Äyˆ#�¥ëûÐ�!†þv�@ÿÌyŸîy¤#îûy�‡îîû�öþ›öìëû�~¥z�xMþéöì¡�~öì¤�
’þzþ›!ßi•þ�¥ëû�~î‚�̂ yŒéöì†þ��!’þüöìëû�™öìîû�xîû”Ä�îûÇþy�†þöìîûšÐ�xy!˜îy¤#�Ÿ!¥¡yîûy�îûyöì•þîû�þ›îû�îûy•þ�ö�öìˆ�þ›y¥yîûy�!˜öìëû�
ˆyŒéöì†þ� îûÇþy� †þöìîûšÐ� 1974� ¤yöì¡� öþ›‚Ÿ%îûy¨y� îšyMþéöì¡îû� ~†þ!�þ� î’þü� x‚¢� îš!îžþyˆ� !š¡yöìŸ� !î!e«� †þöìîûÐ�
@ÿÌyŸîy¤#öì˜îû�îy™yîû�xy¢Bþyëû�!‘þ†þy˜yîûîûy�~¡y†þyîû�þ›%îû&£ì�xy!˜îy¤#öì˜îû�xš%þ›!ßi!•þöì•þ�ˆyŒé�†þy�þyîû�þ›!îû†þÒšy�†þöìîûÐ�
!†þv�òîû#š#�@ÿÌyŸ�Ÿ!¥¡y�Ÿuþ¡ó�šyŸ†þ�¤‚ˆ‘þöìšîû�’þzöì˜Äyöìˆ�Ÿ!¥¡yîûy�̂ yŒé�†þy�þyîû�!îîû&öìkþþ�xyöì¨y¡š�¤‚ˆ!‘þ•þ�†þöìîû�~î‚�
ˆyŒé†þy�þy�²Ì!•þ¥•þ�†þöìîûÐ�1977�¤yöì¡�šöìîûwšˆîû�xy˜îyš#�îšyMþé¡�!š¡yöìŸ�!î!e«�†þîûyîû� !¤kþyhsÿ�ö‰y!£ì•þ�¥öì¡�
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xyöì¨y¡š†þyîû#îûy�¤!e«ëû�xyöì¨y¡öìš�¤y!Ÿ¡�¥šÐ�1978�¤yöì¡�¤¢ßf�îy!¥š#�!šöìëû�!‘þy†þy˜yîûîûy�ˆyŒé�†þy�þyîû�’þzöì˜Äyˆ�
@ÿÌ¥”�†þöìîûÐ�˜!îûo�Ÿyš%£ìöì†þ�šyšyîû†þŸ�²Ìöì¡yžþš�ö˜!‡öìëû�xyöì¨y¡š�öíöì†þ�!îîû•þ�†þîûyîû�ö‹þÜTy�†þöìîûÐ�!†þv�Ÿ!¥¡yîûy�
!•þš�öìš�!Ÿöì¡�~†þ�~†þ!�þ�̂ yŒéöì†þ��!’þüöìëû�™öìîû�îûyöì‡Ð�ö¢£ìþ›ëÅhsÿ�îš!îžþyöìˆîû�!‘þ†þy˜yîûîûy�!þ›Œ%é�¥�þöì•þ�îy™Ä�¥ëûÐ�~¥z�
xyöì¨y¡öìš� îyŒé!šöì˜î#� šyöìŸ� ~†þ�š� !‘þ†þy˜yöìîûîû� ßf#� ¤!e«ëû� ž)þ!Ÿ†þy� þ›y¡š� †þöìîûšÐ� þ›îûî•Åþ#†þyöì¡� öëy¢#Ÿ‘þ� €�
¤Mþéyîû#™îû� šyŸ†þ� � îšyMþé¡� †þy�þyîû� ’þzöì˜Äyˆ� ˆ,¥#•þ� ¥öì¡� xyöì¨y¡š†þyîû#îûy� •þy� ²Ì!•þ¥•þ� †þöìîûÐ� 1980� ¤yöì¡�
’%þ‚!îûöìþ›¥zš•þ!¡�xMþéöì¡�€öì†þ�ˆyŒé�ö†þöì�þ�œþöì¡îû�îyˆyš�†þîûyîû�þ›!îû†þÒšy�ˆ,¥#•þ�¥ëûÐ�xyöì¨y¡š†þyîû#îûy�•þy�²Ì!•þ¥•þ�
†þöìîûÐ�1989�¤yöì¡�~¥z�xMþéöì¡îû�̂ žþ#öìîû�xîûöì”Ä�xy=š�¡yˆyöì¡�ßiyš#ëû�Ÿyš%£ì�š��#îöìšîû�Ž„þ%!†þ�!šöìëû�ö¤¥z�xy=š�
öšžþyöìšyîû�îÄyþ›yöìîû�¤!e«ëû�ž)þ!Ÿ†þy�þ›y¡š�†þöìîûšÐ�xy¨¡öìš�Ÿ!¥¡yöì˜îû�~¥z�ž)þ!Ÿ†þy�!žþöìÙÕ£ì”�²Ì¤öìD�’þé.�!îûŸy�‹þÄy�þy�Å#�
ŸhsÿîÄ�†þöìîûöìŒéš–�òòFor the women of the region, the chipko protest provided them with a situa�onal 

context in which they could come out of their domes�c world, get organized on a common pla�orm 

and par�cipate in the a mass struggle for protec�ng their rights of life and livelihood, in 

environmentally sustainable manneróóÐ

~Œéy’þüy�xyîû€� †þöìëû†þ!�þ� öÇþöìe� !‹þþ›öì†þy�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû� ¤yœþ¡Ä� ’þzöìÍÔ‡öìëyˆÄÐ� ’þz_îûyMþéöì¡îû� !þ›öìíyîûyˆ’þü�
ö�¡yëû� ¤îû†þyîû� îûy¤yëû!š†þ� oîÄ� ’þzêþ›y˜öìšîû� †þyîû‡yšy�ßiyþ›öìšîû� ¡y¥zöì¤ª� !˜öìëû!Œé¡Ð�xyöì¨y¡š†þyîû#öì˜îû� ‹þyöìþ›�
¤îû†þyîû�•þy�²Ì•þÄy¥yîû�†þîûöì•þ�îy™Ä�¥ëûÐ�˜y¤öì¥y!¡�@ÿÌyŸ�ßºîûy�Ä�Ÿuþ¡�SDGSMV�~îû�’þzöì˜Äyöìˆ�!î!žþ§¬�þ›yíîû�‡y˜yöìš�
î,éÇþöìîûyþ›š�†þŸÅ¤)‹þ#�†þyëÅ†þîû�†þîûy�¥ëûÐ�~Œéy’þüy�x¡†þyš¨y�š˜#îû�’þzþ›îû�îÄöìîû��!šŸÅy”�†þöìîû�!î£%�þ›%îûyöì”�~†þ!�þ�!î˜%Äê�
þ’þzêþ›y˜š�²Ì†þÒ�öš€ëûy�¥öìëû!Œé¡Ð�!¥Ÿy¡öìëûîû�ž)þ†þÁ›öìšîû�²Ìî”•þyîû�þ›!îûöì²Ì!Çþöì•þ�~¥z�™îûöìšîû�²Ì†þÒ�!îþ›Iš†þ�
!Œé¡Ð�DGSM�~îû�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�œþöì¡�¤îû†þyîû�ö¤¥z�þ›!îû†þÒšy�öíöì†þ�!þ›Œ%é�¥�þöì•þ�îy™Ä�¥ëûÐ�

~¥z� îû†þŸ� þ›!îû!ßi!öì•þ� !‹þþ›öì†þy� xyöì¨y¡öìšîû� €þ›îû� xye«Ÿ”� îy’þüöì•þ� íyöì†þ� ¤%¨îû¡y¡� îà=šy� xš¢š�
xyöì¨y¡š�îöì¤šÐ�~ˆyöìîûy�!˜š�xš¢š�‹þ¡yîû�þ›îû�îà=”yéôéöì†þ�ö@ÿÌœþ•þyîû�†þîûy�¥öì¡�~¥z�xMþéöì¡îû�¥y�yîû�¥y�yîû�Ÿyš%£ì�
¤Ÿöìî•þ�¥šÐ�þ›!îû!ßi!•þîû�‹þyöìþ›�þ›öì’þü�¤îû†þyîû�!þ›Œ%é�¥�þöì•þ�îy™Ä�¥šÐ�

~¥z�xyöì¨y¡š�öë¤î�öš•,þî,¨�x‚¢@ÿÌ¥”�†þöìîû!Œéöì¡š�•þy„öì˜îû�Ÿöì™Ä�’þzöìÍÔ‡öìëyˆÄ�¥öì¡š�¤%¨îû¡y¡�îà=”y–�
‹þ!w†þy� ²Ì¤y˜� žþy�þ–� öˆyöìþ›Ù»îû� ¤îû¡yöìîš–� öˆïîû#� ö˜î#� ²ÌŸ%‡Ð�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû� þ›!îûöì²Ì!Çþöì•þ� ’þz_îû²Ìöì˜¢�¤îû†þyîû�
!î£ìëû!�þ�!šöìëû�ˆžþ#îûžþyöìî�!‹þhsÿyžþyîšy�Öîû&�†þöìîûÐ�’þz!q˜�!îKþyš#�î#öìîûw�†%þŸyîû�~îû�öš•,þöìc�~†þ!�þ�†þ!Ÿ!�þ�ˆ‘þš�†þîûy�
¥ëûÐ�~¥z�†þ!Ÿ!�þîû�¤yŸöìš�!‹þþ›öì†þy�xyöì¨y¡š†þyîû#öì˜îû€�î_«îÄ�öþ›öì¢îû�¤%öìëyˆ�ö˜€ëûy�¥ëûÐ�†þ!Ÿ!�þ�•þyîû�öë�²Ì!•þöìî˜š�
¤îû†þyöìîûîû�†þyöìŒé�öþ›¢�†þöìîû�•þyöì•þ�xyöì¨y¡š†þyîû#öì˜îû�î_«îÄöì†þ�¤ŸíÅš�†þîûy�¥ëûÐ�ö†þw#ëû�²Ì¢y¤öìšîû�þ›Çþ�öíöì†þ�
ö‰y£ì”y�†þîûy�¥ëû�öë–�!¥Ÿy¡ëû�¤!§¬!¥•þ�~¥z�îšyMþé¡�¥¡�¤‚îû!Çþ•þ�îšyMþé¡Ð�xyˆyŸ#�þ›öìšîû�îŒéîû�~¥z�xîûöì”Ä�ö†þyš�̂ yŒé�
†þy�þy�ëyöìî�šyÐ�

xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�²Ìy¤!D†þ•þy�ƒ�!‹þþ›öì†þy�xyöì¨y¡š��y•þ#ëû�€�xyhsÿ�Åy!•þ†þ�öÇþöìe�šyšy�!˜†þ�öíöì†þ�•þyêþ›ëÅþ›)”ÅÐ�

S1V� ~¥z� xyöì¨y¡š� þ›!îûöìî¢� €� îyÝ•þöìsfîû� žþyîû¤yŸÄ� îûÇþyîû� xyöì¨y¡š–� ëy� þ›,!íî#îû� !î!žþ§¬� x‚öì¢îû�
þ›!îûöìî¢!î˜öì˜îû�̃ ,!ÜT�xy†þ£ìÅ”�†þîûöì•þ�¤ÇþŸ�¥öìëû!Œé¡Ð

S2V� ~¥z�xyöì¨y¡š�¥z†þéôéöìœþ!Ÿ!š�öìŸîû�~†þ� ’þzIµ¡� ˜,ÜTyhsÿÐ�xyöì¨y¡öìš�Ÿ!¥¡y¥z�=îû&cþ›)”Å� � ž)þ!Ÿ†þy� þ›y¡š�
†þöìîû!Œé¡Ð�

S3V� ~¥z�xyöì¨y¡š� !Œé¡�xîûy�÷ìš!•þ†þ�xyöì¨y¡šÐ� ö†þyš� îûy�÷ìš!•þ†þ� ˜¡� îy� ²Ì!•þÛþyš�xyöì¨y¡š†þyîû#öì˜îû�
þ›!îû‹þy!¡•þ� †þöìîû!šÐ� ˜!îûo� ¤y™yîû”� �šˆ”� !îöì¢£ì•þ� Ÿ!¥¡yîûy� xyöì¨y¡öìš� ßº•þƒß³)þ•Åþžþyöìî� x‚¢@ÿÌ¥”�
†þöìîû!Œé¡Ð�
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S4V� ~¥z� xyöì¨y¡š� !Œé¡� ¤Á›)”Å� ¢y!hsÿþ›)”Å� xyöì¨y¡šÐ� ö†þyšîû†þŸ� ²Ìöìîûy‹þšyëû� xyöì¨y¡š†þyîû#îûy� þ›y� ö˜ëû!šÐ�
ˆy¦þ#îy˜#�þ›siyëû�¤•þÄy@ÿÌ¥�xyöì¨y¡š–�ˆ#•þy�þ›y‘þ–�þ›)�y‹Åþšy�²Ìž,þ!•þîû�Ÿy™ÄöìŸ�xyöì¨y¡š†þyîû#îûy�xyöì¨y¡š�
¤‚ˆ!‘þ•þ�†þöìîû!Œéöì¡šÐ

S5V� ~¥z� xyöì¨y¡š� ~†þy™yöìîû� !Œé¡� îyÝ•þöìsfîû� žþyîû¤yŸÄ� îûÇþy� €� ˜!îûo� Ÿyš%öì£ìîû� �#îšéô�#!î†þy� îûÇþyîû�
xyöì¨y¡šÐHaripriya Rangan�•þy„îû�Myths and movements: Rewri�ng Chipko in the Himalayan 

History�@ÿÌöìsi�’þzöìÍÔ‡�†þöìîûöìŒéš�òòChipko was a mul�-issue movement in a par�cularly backward 

region with its unique specifici�es, and that its environmental aspect has been over 

emphasizedóóÐ�

S6V� ~¥z�xyöì¨y¡š� öíöì†þ� !¢Çþy� @ÿÌ¥”� †þöìîû� þ›îûî•Åþ#� †þyöì¡� žþyîûöì•þì� öëïí� îš� þ›!îû‹þy¡šyîû� SJoint Forest 

ManagementV�š#!•þ�ˆ,¥#•þ�¥öìëû!Œé¡–�ëyöì•þ�xîûšÄ�þ›!îû‹þy¡šyëû�ßiyš#ëû�x!™îy¤#öì˜îû�ë%_«�†þîûy�¥öìëûöìŒéÐ�
ëyîû�¤œþ¡�²Ìöìëûyˆ�¡ÇþÄ�†þîûy�ëyëû�þ›!ØþŸîöìDîû�xy’þüyîy’þü#�îšyMþéöì¡Ð�

S7V� !‹þþ›öì†þy�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�Ÿ)¡�˜yî#�!Œé¡�ˆyŒé�îûÇþyÐ�î•ÅþŸyš�þ›,!íî#öì•þ�¤‚‰!‘þ•þ�šÄyšyš�²Ìy†,þ!•þ†þ�!îþ›ëÅëû�€�
x!•þŸyîû#�²Ì!•þöìîûyöì™îû�xšÄ•þŸ�’þzþ›yëû� öë�²Ì†,þ!•þîû�žþyîû¤yŸÄ�îûÇþy�†þîûy�~� !î£ìöìëû� !îöì¢£ìKþîûy�~†þŸ•þÐ�
!‹þþ›öì†þy�xyöì¨y¡öìš�îšž)þ!Ÿîû�Ÿ)¡�²Ì�y!•þ�î�yëû�öîûöì‡�xîû”Ä�¤‚îûÇþöì”îû�öë�˜yî#�†þîûy�¥öìëû!Œé¡�î•ÅþŸyš�
þ›!îû!ßi!•þöì•þ�•þy�xyîû€�öî!¢�²Ìy¤!D†þÐ�œþöì¡�xyöì¨y¡š�þ›îûî•Åþ#�¤Ÿëû†þyöì¡�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡š�ö˜¢éôé!îöì˜öì¢îû�
îà�̂ öìî£ì†þ�€�þ›!îûöìî¢�!î˜öì˜îû�̃ ,!ÜT�xy†þ£ìÅ”�†þîûöì•þ�¤ÇþŸ�¥öìëû!Œé¡Ð�~¥z�xyöì¨y¡öìšîû�xš%öì²Ìîû”yëû�ö˜öì¢îû�
€�!îöìÙ»îû�!î!žþ§¬�²Ìyöìhsÿ�~†þy!™†þ�þ›!îûöìî¢�xyöì¨y¡š�¤‚ˆ!‘þ•þ�¥öìëûöìŒéÐ�î¨šy�!¢îy�€�ö��îöì¨Äyþ›y™Äyëû�
•þyöì˜îû�The evolu�on structure and impact of the Chipko Movement �šyŸ†þ�²Ìî¦þ�!¡öì‡öìŒéš–�
òòBeginning in the early 1970's in the Garhwal region of U�ar Praesh, the methodology and 

Philosophy of Chipko has now spread to, Himachal Pradesh in the north, to Karnataka in the 

south, to Rajasthan in the west, to Bihar in the east, and to the Vindhyas in central Indiaóó

•þy¥z� î¡y� ëyëû–� xîû”Ä� ~î‚� ¤‚!ÙÕÜT� xMþéöì¡îû� x!™îy¤#öì˜îû� þ›yîûß›!îû†þ� ¤Á›†Åþ� !î£ìöìëû� š•%þš� †þöìîû�
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A PILOT STUDY ON THE ASSESSMENT OF LIFESTYLE, 
ATTITUDES AND STRESS AMONG COLLEGE TEACHERS OF 

PRASANTA CHANDRA MAHALANOBIS MAHAVIDYALAYA 
DURING COLLEGE CLOSURE DUE TO COVID-19

1 2Tanima Paul Das  and Juthi Saha
1 2
Assistant Professor,  SACT, Department of Food & Nutrition  

Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis Mahavidyalaya, Bonhooghly, Kolkata

Abstract:

Covid-19 had a massive impact on deliberation of education worldwide, digital platforms are been resorted to. Forceful 

closure of educational institutions led to an overall setback. A questionnaire was framed to assess the lifestyle, teacher's 

activity pattern and attitude during college closure due to Covid-19 pandemic. Apart from other questionnaires, 

standardized stress assessment tool – Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) was administered to assess stress level among 

faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya located in Baranagar area of Kolkata. Faculties willing to participate filled out an 

online questionnaire shared through Whatsapp group of the college. A total of 45 faculties, roughly 90% of total strength 

participated in the survey.77.8% were females and 22.2% were males. The high educational level of faculties may have 

impacted  on experiencing feelings of optimism and helped them to cope with the situation well. It was revealed  that 

66.7% haven't been to a vacation during the past six months but visits to family/friend's place continued, although most 

of them refrained from visits to malls or for entertainment purposes. They also reported missing college, colleagues and 

students and closure of college was a mere compulsion for them. 40.0% of faculties slept less than six hours assumed to 

be functionally coping with digital skills. Responses concluded that they experienced moderate   levels of stress as 

imposed by PSS score. The results imply faculties are exhausted at home, the more they adhere to quarantine 

restrictions, the higher they are exposed to stress. Pandemic induced stress can be reduced with the inclusion of online 

yoga, meditation, dance, art classes; workshop on stress management can also benefit teachers. Social programmes, 

observance of important days can add to some relaxation and mingling with students and colleagues. But post 

pandemic, they strongly hope to resume work in the place and way they know best, engrossing tough times.

Introduction: 

The rampant out break of covid-19 since December 2019 in Wuhan, China (1) led to abrupt 

disruption of life globally. To control viral transmission, public health strategies of repeated hand 

washing, using sanitizer, maintaining physical distancing norms with limited socialization was 

enforced by Governments across countries as World Health Organization declared corona virus 

epidemic to be a pandemic (2). Travel restrictions came into effect, human congregation at religious 
rd

places, health centres, malls, were prohibited  and nationwide lockdown engulfed India from 23  
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March,2020.To prevent transmission of Covid-19 virus, forceful closure of educational institutions 

like schools and colleges were done in India(3). Although campuses across states were partially 

reopening in India, West Bengal maintained a status quo since an year. With a second wave of the 

pandemic doing rounds in India, the reopening of colleges sounds a distant reality. Continuous 

closure of colleges has not only impacted learning, the psychological effect is undeniable(4). 

Alternative method of deliberation of education through digital mode is still on(5).Challenges of 

imparting education/conducting assignments in digital mode with constant adherence to laptop 

screens/computers and cell phones along with the uncertainty ,anxiety and the mental agony of 

working alone from home seems to be unfavorable for health and wellness of college faculties(6).

 The pilot survey aimed to find out how college faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya, due to 

college closure caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, spend their time during the lockdown and also 

to evaluate their sleeping hours, their lifestyle, their attitudes due to closure of college and their 

perceived stress using scales.

Methods and materials:

Study area:

The target population of our study consisted of all faculties of Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis 

Mahavidyalaya, a coeducational degree college affiliated to West Bengal State University situated 

in Baranagar Municipality of Kolkata, West Bengal, India.

Sample size: 
The target population of our study consisted of all faculties of PCM.

Inclusion criteria:
· All faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya 
· Faculties who are willing to cooperate

Exclusion criteria:

· Affected with any physical or mental illness

· Who are not willing to participate

Questionnaire preparation:

To conduct the study, a questionnaire was framed to evaluate teacher's activity pattern, lifestyle and 

attitude during college closure due to Covid 19 pandemic. The questionnaire had five sections:(I) 

Socio demographic variables including gender, age, living location, educational qualifications, 

family type. (II) Lifestyle of faculties consisting of five questions on lifestyle regarding adherence of 

faculties to staying isolated. (III)  five statements regarding Attitudes of faculties of PCM 

Mahavidyalaya towards college closure being scored using a five point Likert scale including 

completely disagree, disagree, no opinion, agree and completely agree.(IV) Sleeping hours during 

college closure. (V) Most preferred choice of teacher's activity during college closure due to covid-
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19 from a list of eight activities (VI) Assessment of psychological stress during the most recent 

month using standardized stress assessment tool – Perceived Stress Scale (PSS). The scale 

comprised of ten questions and subjects rated every question on a 4 point scale 0 = never, 1 = almost 

never, 2 = sometimes, 3 = fairly often, 4 = very often. Participants took approximately 3-5 minutes to 

fill up the questionnaire.

Data collection:

Data was collected through an online survey in first week of March, 2021using Google forms 

uploaded through the 'Whatsapp' group of college faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya. Faculties were 

invited to complete the questionnaire, by clicking on the link. The cover page of survey had a 

statement of the purposes; the participation being voluntary, statement of confidentiality and also 

stated that response to the questionnaire will be treated as the consent to participate.

Statistical analysis:

Data obtained were tabulated in MS-Excel sheet and interpretation done using descriptive and 

inferential statistics. All the statistical analyses were done by the statistical package for social 

sciences software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) version 20.0. Data are presented as median and 

interquartile range (IQR). Data are presented as median and interquartile range (IQR) as required.

Results and Discussion:

Demographic characteristics:
Table I summarizes the demographic characteristics of the participants.

Table I: Demographic Features of faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya (N=45)

 Variable  Groups  Frequency

 Age group 20 - 29 yrs. 15 (33.3%)

  30 – 39 yrs. 15(33.3%)

  40 – 49 yrs. 14(31.2%)

  50-≥60 yrs. 1(2.2%)

 Gender Male 10(22.2%)

  Female 35(77.8%)

 Living location Urban 38(84.4%)

  Rural 7(15.6%)

 Level of Education Masters 32(71.1%)

  Ph.D. 13(28.9%)

 Type of family Joint 19(42.2%)

  Nuclear 26(57.8%)
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In our study, 45filled questionnaires were found from the participants who included 10 male 

faculties (and 35 (77.8%) female faculties. 33.3% of faculties were in the age group 20-29 years, 

another 33.3% faculties were in the age group 30-39 yrs., 31.2% belonged to 40-49 yrs. age group 
rd and 2.2% were 50 - ≥60 yrs. old. More than 1/3 faculties (84.4%) live in urban areas whereas only 

15.6% live in rural areas. It is also remarkable that nearly one third of the faculties (71.1%) had a 

Master's Degree whereas 28.9% faculties have already acquired a Ph.D. degree. It was also revealed 

that 57.8% faculties inhabit in nuclear families and 42.2% in joint families.

Table II: Life style of faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya due to college closure following 

COVID-19 pandemic (N =45):

 Variables                                                Frequency during the past two weeks

  0(%) 1-2(%) ≥ 2(%)

 Visiting family/ friends 19(42.2) 20(44.5) 6(13.3)

 Being visited by family/friends 17(37.8) 25(55.6) 3(6.6)

 Shopping/visiting shopping malls 28(62.2) 12(26.7) 5(11.1)

 For entertainment and other activities 26(57.8) 18(40.0) 1(2.2)

                                             Frequency during the past six months

 Going for a vacation 30(66.7) 13(28.9) 2(4.4)

In this study, five questions were asked on lifestyle regarding adherence of faculties to staying 

isolated, the results are demonstrated in Table II.

The results revealed that most of faculties maintained quarantine norms w.r.t visiting shopping malls 

and indulging in entertainment and other activities but visits to home of family members and friends 

continued to some extent. It was also found that 66.7% haven't been to a vacation during the past six 

months demonstrating disruption in normal life.

Lack of connection and online teaching were most difficult challenges faced by teachers during the 

pandemic; support from coworkers and administrators were helpful. A study from China, found that 

those isolated face monotony, lonely, irritation, anxiousness, and mental distress (7).
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Table III: Attitude of faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya due to college closure following 

COVID-19 pandemic (N =45):

 Question   Answers

  Completely  Agree  No option  Disagree  Completely 

  agree (%) (%) (%) (%) disagree(%) 

 I miss my college 25(55.6) 16 (35.6) 2 (4.4) 0 (0) 2 (4.4)

 I miss my colleagues 17 (37.8) 25 (55.6) 1 (2.2) 1 (2.2) 1 (2.2)

 I miss seeing  my students 29 (64.5) 15 (33.3) 1 (2.2) 0 (0) 0 (0)

 The longer the college remains  13 (28.9) 18 (40.0) 10 (22.2) 3 (6.7) 1 (2.2)

    closed, the more upset I become 

 College should be closed till the 4 (9.0) 6 (13.3) 20 (44.4) 13 (28.9)  2 (4.4) 

 end of the semester no matter what

A total of five questions were asked from the faculties regarding their attitude towards college 

closure following COVID-19 pandemic, the results of which are demonstrated in Table III. 55.6% 

faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya completely agreed missing college, 55.6% agreed missing their 

colleagues, 64.5% completely agreed missing their students, a total of 68.9% completely 

agreed/agreed about becoming upset for longer periods of college closure. Moreover, it was found 

44.4% faculties chose 'no option' when asked about college closure till the end of semester no matter 

what. Attitude of most of the faculties towards college closure following pandemic is thereby not 

affirmative, rather they are left with no option.

Fig 1: Sleeping hours of faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya following COVID-19 pandemic 

during college closure (N =45):

Based on the study, 18 (40.0%) faculties had 6 or fewer hours of sleep, 27 (60%) had 6 to 8 h, 

(12.8%) had 9 to 10 h, 1506 (7.3%) had 11 to 12 h, and no one slept 9 hours or above throughout the 

day.
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Fig 2: Most preferred choice of teacher's activity during college closure due to Covid-19:

As demonstrated in Fig 2, the overall first preferred  choice of teacher's activity  during college 

closure was reading books (46.7%),followed by  mobile and computer engagement (31.0%), 

followed by studying (26.6%).no plan(15.6%), artwork(4.4%) and socializing with 

friends/family(2.2%).

Table IV : Perceived Stress Scale score of faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya due to college 

closure following COVID-19 pandemic (N =45):

 Variables Median ± IQR Low Stress Moderate Stress High Stress

   (0-13) (14-26) (27-40)

 PSS score 18 ± 8 10(22.1) 30(66.7) 5 (11.2)

Calculated scores using Perceived Stress Scale was used to assess increased stress amongst faculties 

of PCM Mahavidyalaya due to college closure following COVID-19 pandemic. The median ± IQR 

values of PSS scores of college faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya were found to be 18 ± 8, indicating 

that 'moderate stress' is evident amongst all during COVID-19 quarantine. Perz stresses that 

teaching profession is associated with added stress due to excessive workloads, interpersonal 

communication problems and improper training (8). Furthermore, as highlighted by Fuente et. al.(9) 

it is important to safeguard the emotional health of teachers because  teacher–student relationships 

are also stressors for the student, and the teacher's behavior helps to predict  the emotional well-

being and commitment of the students, which are also important considerations for reducing their 

stress levels(9). Thus, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the emotional health of teachers is a 

major challenge that needs to be tackled by both the educational community and society in general. 

Pandemic induced stress of teachers can be reduced to some extent with the inclusion of online yoga, 

meditation, dance, art classes; workshop on stress management, observance of important days.
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Conclusion:

Worldwide there is a shift in pattern in teaching learning evaluation methodology. With a 

compulsion, and an intervention strategy to stay behind closed doors and propagate social 

distancing, educational institutions are shut for more than a year in West Bengal. Online teaching is 

the new fashion compromising physical, mental and social well-being (10, 11) of all irrespective of 

gender and age.

The present study identified that faculties of PCM Mahavidyalaya, a representative of teaching 

community working from home during COVID-19, confronteda considerable amount of stress, 

changed lifestyle, overwhelming work pressure with constant adherence to digital tools and 

constantly defying emotional attachments with workplace, moreover reduced sleeping hours were 

also identified. Being left with no option, considering the present scenario, they are eagerly waiting 

for pandemic to get over and resuming normal college duties.
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IMPACT OF THE LOCKDOWN PERIOD ON THE AIR 
QUALITY IN KOLKATA METROPOLIS DURING COVID-19
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Abstract

On March 24, 2020, Kolkata, a megacity located in the eastern part of India announced lockdown due to COVID- 19 

crisis and it results in lowering of ambient air quality in the air. This research highlights an analysis for multiple 

pollutants with special focus on PM , PM , NO  based on data from different monitoring stations located across 2.5 10 2

Kolkata city under West Bengal Pollution Control Board, for the period of 1st March-November, 2020. A comparison 

was done with the pre-lockdown period of February–March 2020 with Post Lockdown Period October-November 2020 

 in different monitoring stations showing Air Quality Index in different stations across the city. Most significantreduction 

was observed in the concentration of nitrogen dioxide (NO ), PM  (- 64.6%) and PM  (- 65.9%). A lower percentage 2 10 2.5

reduction was found for CO, sulphur dioxide (SO ). The Air Quality Index (AQI) in Kolkata which was poor or very poor 2

in the past even during lockdown period it failed to attain the 'good' standard. This needs special attention in human 

health impact assessment and public health management in the Lockdown period. The Research Paper highlights some 

major policy implications of the observed trends to combat city air pollution.

1. INTRODUCTION: 

Air pollution has been a serious environmental concern, that has increased significantly over the last 

decade across many parts of India with severe consequences on human health and well-being 

(AQMC, 2019). Air pollution is one of the major environmental problems that affect everyone. It 

occurs when the environment is contaminated by any chemical, physical or biological agents that 

change the natural characteristics of the atmosphere. Stoves at home, motor vehicles, industrial 

activities and forest fires are the common sources of air pollution. Pollutants of major public health 

concern include particulate matter, carbon monoxide, ozone, nitrogen dioxide and sulphur dioxide. 

Both ambient (outdoor) and household (indoor) air pollution cause respiratory and other diseases, 

which can be fatal (Dasgupta, 2005).
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In December 2019, a disease named COVID-19 was spread among nearly hundred countries of the 

world with devastating consequences. The disease was first identified in Wuhan of China and by 

March 11, 2020 a new Corona virus SARS- COV-2 was spread among all the nations and it was 

declared as Pandemic (WHO, 2020). To control the infection, countries have restricted the 

movement of people, transports, large scale gathering and enforcing quarantine and social 

distancing. In India Corona virus spread in an alarming rate among all the states of the country and 
th

the government declared a nationwide Lockdown to restrict the disease since 24  march, 2020. 

Nationwide Lockdown restricted not only the movement of people, transports but also played a 

significant role in improving the air quality by restricting the emissions of pollutants in the 

environment. Due to the restricted movement of personal vehicles and other transports on road and 

low Industrial activities in this period have resulted very low emission of different pollutants like 

PM , PM , Nitrous Oxide and Carbon monoxide in the air.10 2.5

18 April 2021, there have been over 140 million confirmed cases of COVID-19, and In India, from 3 

January 2020 18 April 2021, there have been 1,47,88,109 confirmed cases of COVID-19 with 

1,77,150 deaths, reported to WHO. The death toll is reached to 30 lakh as on 18.04.2021 over the 

world (WHO 2021). Due to the contagion of COVID-19, a nationwide lockdown is imposed in 

India from March 24th for three weeks up to 14th of April and later extended up to 3rd May. By this 

nationwide lockdown almost all industrial activities and mass transportation have been prohibited. 

The Indian government, as in many other countries, responded to the COVID-19 pandemic by 

enforcing a variety of restrictions on normal activity, including complete lockdowns that led to 

severe disruptions in economic activities. As a result, the pollution level in cities in India across the 

country drastically lower down only after four days of commencing lockdown event according to 

the official data from the CPCB (CPCB 2020).

During Pre-COVID-19 period, Kolkata city's ambient air quality and related disease burden have 

been in discussion not only in mass media but also in journals and among policymakers and 

citizens. National Green Tribunal (NGT) imposed a penalty of INR 100 million on the State 

Government of West Bengal because it failed to check air pollution in Kolkata and other parts of 

West Bengal (NGT 2019). Air pollution reduction in cities is getting importance not only for human 

health reason but also for its close link to climate co-benefits (Bera, 2020). IPCC report has noted 

that air pollution reduction and climate mitigation actions are synergistic and are also positively 

linked to multiple SDGs (sustainable development goals). Like many other countries, India also has 

national standards for local air pollutants (Table 1). Therefore, lockdown is a very effective 

alternative measure to be implemented for controlling air pollution and the present research work 
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aims to find out the air quality change during lockdown at spatial scale in the different parts of the 

Kolkata Metropolis and will suggest possible remedial solutions.

Table:1 Revised National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) vis-a-vis WHO Standards

Sl. No. Pollutants Time Weighted  NAAQS- India (Industrial,  WHO

  Average Residential, Rural and Standards

   other Areas 

1. Sulphur Dioxide  Annual 50

 (SO ), μg/m3 24 hours 80 202

2. Nitrogen Dioxide Annual 40 40 

 (NO ), μg/m3 24 Hours2 802

3. Particulate Matter  Annual 60 20

 (Size < 10μm) or  24 Hours 100 50

 PM  μg/m310

4. Particulate Matter  Annual 40 10

 (Size < 2.5μm) or  24 Hours 60 25

 PM2.5 μg/m3

Source: (Central Pollution Control Board, MoEFCC, 2014; World Health Organization, 2006)

2. STUDY AREA: 

Kolkata Municipal Corporation area is bounded by river Hugli in the Northwest, South 24 Parganas 

district in the south and southwest, Salt Lake City in the east and North 24 Parganas district in the 

north. The area falls between north latitudes of 22°28’ 00”and 22° 37’30” and east longitudes 

88°17’30” and 88°25’00”. KMC covers an area of 187.33 sq.km. and is divided into141 wards 

(Figure:1) and 15 number of boroughs.

Figure: 1
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3. RESEARCH PROBLEM AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:

The major sectors contributing to air pollution are transport, industries, power plants, construction 

activities, biomass & refuse burning, road dust resuspension and residential activities. In addition, 

certain activities such as operation of DG sets, restaurant, landfill fires, etc. also contribute to air 

pollution (Ghosh & Somanathan 2013). Under the nationwide lockdown, all transport services – 

road, air and rail were suspended with exceptions for essential services. Sectors like industrial 

establishments, construction activities, commercial and hospitality services, etc. were also 

suspended. As a result of the reduction of emissions from various sources, air quality improvement 

has been noted in many towns and cities across substantial reduction in pollutant concentrations 

during lockdown. The concentration of NO , PM  and PM10 levels show reduction in pre-2 2.5

 lockdown, lockdown phase-I and lockdown phase-II, against the levels observed in March 2020, 

with the quantum of reduction improving in each stage for most of the pollutants (Bera et al. 2020).

The West Bengal State Pollution Control Board (WBPCB) has set up air-quality monitoring 

network across West Bengal to report hourly air quality on daily basis, in conformity with the 

revised National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), noticed on 18November 2009. Our 

study covered data from six stations located in central zones within a radius of 6.6 km i.e. 

Ballygunge, Bidhannagar, Esplanade area - Fort William,  B.T. road area - Rabindra Bharati 

University, Rabindra Sarovar and Park Street -Victoria of Kolkata (Fig. 1).

To study the effect of Lockdown in diurnal variation of pollutant concentration for all the 

previously mentioned six stations, the station-specific air portal (WBPCB, 2020) quality data were 
st thobtained from the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) online for a duration 1  to 15  of 1st 

February 2020 to 17th May 2020, where air quality data from February 2020 to March 2020 has 

been considered as the pre-lockdown phase. The pollutants concentration data during different 

lockdown phase has been compared with the pre-lockdown phase.

4. DATA ANALYSIS:

Kolkata, the seventh most populous city in India as well as a major commercial and financial hub of 

eastern India (TEERI 2020). The nationwide Lockdown, imposed from the midnight of 24th March 

2020, in view of COVID-19 pandemic, has resulted in significant improvement in air quality in the 

country, as revealed by data analysis and comparison of data for time before enforcement of 

restrictions, and the corresponding time periods in the previous year. The Lockdown was 

announced after a 14-hour voluntary curfew called “Janata curfew” which was observed on 22nd 

March 2020. On 14th April 2020, the nationwide lockdown was extended until 03rd May 2020, 

with conditional relaxation, such as opening up of government offices, operation of industrial 

estates and Special Economic Zones (SEZs), construction works and brick kilns in rural areas, etc., 

in the regions where the pandemic spread had been contained.
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In South Kolkata, Ballygunj area the AQI was quite high before Lockdown i.e. March, 2020 (234) 
st st

and after that on 1  April, 2020 it dropped to 132 and it became the two digit figure i.e. 16 as on 1  

July, 2020. But during unlock period the value again increased and by December 2020 it reached to 

245 (Figure: 2) and the regression line also falls very sharply as seen in the graph. In Bidhannagar 

station the Air Quality Index was very high i.e. 234 before lockdown period. After March, 2020 it 

dropped to just 67 in April, 28 in May and 24 in June. After September, 2020 it was increased and 

reached 253 by December, 2020. In the core of Kolkata City also similar type of characters were 

identified, Fort William area which is CBD part of the city also had very high AQI before Lockdown 

period but after Lockdown the AQI also dropped to 38 in June, 2020 and post lockdown period it 

again increased to 253 by December, 2020. Victoria which is located in very congested part of the 
st

city also had high AQI before Lockdown period and also the AQI dropped to 31 as on 1  of May, 
st

2020 from 285 (1  January, 2020) due to the restriction of public and public vehicles in this area of 

the city and the regression line sharply falls during this Lockdown phases. In Rabindra Bharati area 

of northern part of the city and in Jadavpur area in the southern part also exhibit similar kind of 

picture (Figure:2).

Kolkata is situated quite close to the Bay of Bengal, and subsequently is prone to influences of 

phenomena like sea breeze, etc. During the second phase of lockdown, overall 55%- reduction in 

PM2.5 and 65% in PM10 levels were observed, compared to March 2020 levels, much increased 

than the 31% and 36% reduction for the same pollutants seen in the first phase of lockdown 

(WBPCB, 2020). This may be attributed to restrictions on industrial operations and construction 

activities along with reduced dust resuspension. Further, 63% reduction in NO  levels was observed 2

during phase- II of lockdown, indicating the reduction in number of on-road vehicles. Since the 

pandemic situation was reported as very serious in Kolkata even after 20th April 2020, it is likely 

that not much relaxations were provided and the administration strictly enforced the lockdown, 

which is why the air quality improved even in the second phase of lockdown. However, SO  levels 2

increased by 24% and 37% in the first and second phase of lockdown as compared to March 2020 

levels respectively (CPCB Report, 2020). This may be due to the presence of power plants and their 

operational variations in the surrounding areas. Despite the increase in SO2 levels as compared to 

last year, 24-hourly average PM , PM , CO and NO levels were within National Ambient Air 2.5 10 2 

Quality Standards for all days in the lockdown period.
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Figure :2 ( AQI in Different Stations in Kolkata Metropolis) 

Source: www.wbpcb.in
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Pm  was very much reduced in all stations in Kolkata during Lockdown period. In Ballygunj area it 10

was reduced from 163 to 35 during Lock down period. Mostly all the stations like Bidhannagar, 

Jadavpur area, Victoria, Fortwilliam, Rabindra Sarobar and Rabindra Bharati area the PM  graph 10

was decreasing at a faster rate during Lockdown period and it proved that due restriction in the 

movement in transports and industrial activities in the city the air quality has improved a lot. PM  2.5

 and NO  graph for the above stations are also decreasing in the aboveperiod in the different stations 2

of the metropolis (Figure:3)

Figure: 3 : Concentration of PM , NO  and PM  μm/m3 during Lockdown Period and 10 2 2.5

Lockdown period and Post Lockdown Period in Kolkata City
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5. CONCLUSION

The lockdown imposed during COVID-19 pandemic led to a positive effect on air quality in cities 

across India. In Kolkata Metropolis Air Quality Index (AQI) was improved during the lockdown 

period. The Lockdown period appears to show drastic changes in improving air quality over these 

densely populated areas. Although significant improvement in air quality was observed during 

lockdown due to restricted anthropogenic activities, but the lives of hundreds of millions were 

disrupted due to the lockdown in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Irreversible emission 

reductions through sustainable process changes and long-termobjectives are crucial for achieving 

good air quality levels. However, as impact of various anthropogenic activities is now being 

quantified, actions that can be integrated in business-as- usual scenarios needs to be identified, with 

emphasis on reduction of emissions at source including dust control, vehicular emissions, industrial 

operations, etc. Lessons learnt from the COVID-19 pandemic can be utilized to target source 

specific actions leading to maximum improvement in ambient air quality. The results will attract the 

Government to ponder on how to strictly minimize vehicular and industrial pollution to improve the 

air quality which will help to sustain better public health in India.
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ABSTRACT

Ever since the Covid-19 pandemic came, it disrupted social and economic health at large. The 

pandemic has not only effected normal day to day life of human beings but also made the whole 

world standstill and also induced the term new normal which urged individuals to think and look 

every perspective in a different way than it previously was. Individuals and firms across the world 

have to adjust the new ways of work and life because of the pandemic. With the prolonged nation 

wide lockdown because of the corona virus pandemic, our economy is likely to face a serious issue 

from losing jobs to falling economic downturn. The pandemic have caused the market to nosedive 

and thereby it shocked the entire world and it hasalso created havoc in global demand and supply 

chains. The pandemic also affected the stock market of almost all countries and there was a 

unexpected shudder to every sector especially in the lockdown period. Along with every other 

sector, the trade sector of the Indian economy also got affected to a great extent. The organizations 

which were dependent on value chains suffered a lot because of the global supply and demand 

shocks amidst the pandemic. And in a situation like this, the researcher should look upon on the 

societal aspect and should see how to recover from the situation in a swift manner. The researcher 

under this study have conducted an empirical analysis to access the changes in export and import 

values in prepandemic lockdown period with during and after the lockdown period by applying 

One-Tailed Paired t-test for means. It was found that the values of the trade have fallen significantly 

after the pandemic and the suitable causes behind such fallhave been identified by the researcher. 

Based on the result, conclusions were drawn and several recommendations have also been put 

forward by the researcher to bring the sector back to normalcy.

Keywords: Covid-19 Pandemic, New Normal, Lockdown, Trade Sector, Paired t-test.
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INTRODUCTION

The corona virus pandemic took away the entire world in a massive shock. It devastated the physical 

and economic condition of every country and India is not an exception here. There was a certain job 

loss in the era of the pandemic along with rise in unemployment and the market also got shattered in 

no point of time and it also slowed down the market like never before. The pandemic affected almost 

every business along with supply chains to global value chains and thereby it impacted the export 

and import sector. Trade is very much essential to save lives and livelihoods and a effect on such 

sector is not suitable for individuals as well as the economy. The Indian trade sector started to 

downturn as a result of the pandemic since the rest of the county's situation got hampered during the 

era and international trade was also shattered at that point of time. If we look at the trade sector 

before the pandemic, our economy was having trade deficits the exports of goods and services rose 

to 12.3% from 5 6% in the last four years and the imports fall by about 5.5% in the year 2019 after a 

rise over the last four years. But things were different after the pandemic since India's exports fall by 

around 60.28% in the month of April, 2021 which was the highest every fall and not too far the 

imports also rushed to 58.65% in the same month. From the data we can clearly see how badly the 

exports and imports of our economy have been affected in the era of the corona virus pandemic and 

its contribution towards the national GDP is also falling. Considering the trade sector as the 

backbone of our economy, it is important to carry out serious research in this sector amidst the 

pandemic and to see how far the Covid-19 pandemic has affected the exports and imports of our 

country. Therefore, this study tries an attempt to access the impact of the pandemic on the trade 

sector and thereby to justify possible and suitable measures for the smooth functioning of the sector 

after the pandemic.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The researchers have gone through the following existing literatures in the concerned area for the 

purpose of identification of the research gap:

(Baldwin and Tomiura) stated in their research work that the pandemic gave both demand and 

supply shock, and therefore it will impact the international trade in commodities and goods and 

services. They pointed out that there is a danger of permanent damage to the trade system driven by 

policy and firms reactions during the pandemic. The concluding remarks was that the supply chain 

disruptions all over the world will reduce productivity in an indirect way to export and there should 

not be any misinterpretation regarding the pandemic as a justification for anti globalism and thus 

more incentive use of information and communication tools will enable the firms to coordinate 

global sourcing more effectively.

(Chakraborty) in the newspaper article elaborated about exports from our economy and it was found 

that the exports contracted about 36.47 per cent in May, 2020 after a massive fall in April. Exports 

remained doubtful at this juncture of the pandemic while the government tells that there are hopes of 

recovery for our economy. The policymakers are less worried about the effects of the current series 
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of major contraction on outbound trade in the coming years. It was studied that the exports in 

numbers are encouraging despite the fall in exports of many commodities and the period of March to 

June in 2021 will be crucial for many sectors from the viewpoint of trade of our economy.

(Veeramani) studied that the pandemic is affecting such industries the most where production 

processes are fragmented through different global value chains and such chains are controlled by the 

multinational enterprises got significantly affected in the pandemic. In our economy the trade sector 

is mainly affected by the demand shocks due to the pandemic as studied rather than the supply 

shocks. The article further elaborated that our economy should deepen their integration with the rest 

of the world for better trade opportunities though it will miss the opportunity if protectionists and 

nationalists across the world exploit the pandemic to promote their political agenda and do nothing 

against the emerging crisis that is taking place in the economy.

( 2408) studied about the implications of Covid-19 pandemic on the global Vidya and Prabheesh 

trade networks and the article was based on the trade interconnectedness among countries before 

and after the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak which also forecasts the future direction of trade. The 

findings from the study was that there is a change in the structure of the trade networks and also a 

drastic decline in export and import for most of the economies till December 2020. The researchers 

also find out that after the pandemic out break there is an overall reduction of trade 

interconnectedness, connectivity, and density among the countries which is affecting the export and 

import globally.

RESEARCH GAP

Based on the above extensive review of available literature, the researcher has identified that there is 

an immense importance to conduct the study not only to identify the emerging problems faced by 

the export and import sector of our economy but also to assist in an way how the trade sector can be 

revived based on suitable conceptual framework laid down by the Government or any other possible 

measures or idea which will be helpful in the post lockdown period. The researcher has found out 

that there is no such research work undertaken yet for gainingan in depth knowledge and 

considering that the above study will have a huge social significance, the researcher choose to 

conduct the research work by fulfilling the research gap.

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

Following are the research objectives of the concerned research work as identified and decided by 

the researcher, based on the extensive review of the literature:

1. To assess the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the Export of the commodities of our 

economy.

2. To assess the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the Import of the commodities of our 

economy.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The following research questions have been formulated by the researcher based on the above stated 

research objectives:

1. Does there is any impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the Export of the commodities of our 

economy.

2. Does there is any impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the Import of the commodities of our 

economy.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS

To fulfill the above mentioned research objectives and its research questions, the following testable 

research hypothesis have been formulated by the researcher:

· H : There is no significant difference in mean value of commodities exported in during and 01

after the lockdown period as compared to the pre lockdown period.

· H : There is no significant difference in mean value of commodities imported in during and 02

after the lockdown period as compared to the pre lockdown period.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The current study is based on empirical analysis of secondary data and it aims to access to the impact 

of the Covid-19 pandemic on the trade industry in our country. More and more exports from our 

economy represents the economy is doing well to improve the growth of the country and on the 

contrary imports represents how much dependent our economy is from other countries. Therefore, 

to correctly ascertain the impact of the pandemic on this sector, the data related to overall 

commodity exported from our country and the overall commodity imported to our country have 

been collected and statistically analyzed to draw conclusions there from. The data has been 

collected from the website of Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and Industry. As 

the Covid-19 pandemic has affected the trade industry which is an important sector for the 

ascertainment of growth and development of our country, only data relating to exports and imports 

has been collected and analyzed. Data relating to nine months before and after the nationwide 

lockdown period has been collected and statistically compared to know whether there is any 

significant difference in mean of the commodity exported and imported due to the pandemic.

Paired t-test for means has been used using Microsoft Excel 2007 to compare the means as the 

sample size is less than 30. Pre lockdown period has been taken from the month of June, 2019 to 

February, 2020 whereas during and after the lockdown period has been taken from the month of 

April, 2020 to December, 2020 to correctly ascertain the impact of the pandemic on the trade sector. 

The data for the month of March, 2020 is not taken since the pandemic induced nationwide 

lockdown took place in that month in our country and the month is also clashing between before and 
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during the lockdown period. The data collected for the study is first tested with normality tests of 

Kolmogorov Smirnov and Shapiro Wilk and on the basis of the results parametric test has been 

considered here since the data are found to be normally distributed. Various published articles and 

news reports have also been studied by the researcher to fulfill the objectives of the study.

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

To fulfill the above research objectives and to answer the above mentioned research questions based 

on the research gap and its will defined research methodology, the researcher has selected the data 

related to export and import of our country before and during the lockdown period and was 

presented and analyzed below:

Table 1: Before lockdown period and during or after lockdown period Export of 

Commodity of India to all other countries

            Before Lockdown Period                            During and After Lockdown Period

 Month COMMODITY  Month COMMODITY 

  EXPORTED  EXPORTED

   (Million US$)   (Million US$)

 June, 2019 25,027.45 April, 2020 10,168.15

 July, 2019 26,233.22 May, 2020 19,241.37

 Aug, 2019 25,991.47 June, 2020 22,028.49

 Sept, 2019 26,024.06 July, 2020 23,772.15

 Oct, 2019 26,232.62 Aug, 2020 22,836.79

 Nov, 2019 25,771.14 Sept, 2020 27,559.06

 Dec, 2019 27,106.94 Oct, 2020 24,926.78

 Jan, 2020 25,852.87 Nov, 2020 23,567.43

 Feb, 2020 27,742.34 Dec,2020 27,174.97

Source: Retrieved from https://tradestat.commerce.gov.in/meidb/comq.asp?ie=e
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Table 2: Tests of Normality 

                          Kolmogorov-Smirnov(a)  Shapiro-Wilk 

 Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig.

Commodity Exported Before .271 9 .055 .916 9 .357 

           Lockdown Period

Commodity Exported During and  .252 9 .103 .829 9 .044

           After Lockdown Period       

Source: Researcher's Computation through SPSS

On the basis of the results from the above table, it can be found that the data for commodity exported 

before lockdown and commodity exported during or after lockdown are normally distributed which 

can be ascertained from its P values which are more than 0.05 in any of the two tests of normality.

H : There is no significant difference in mean value of commodities exported in during and after the 01

lockdown period as compared to the pre lockdown period.

H : There is no significant difference in mean value of commodities exported in during and after the 11

lockdown period as compared to the pre lockdown period.

Table 3: t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

  Pre Lockdown Period During and After 

   Lockdown Period

  COMMODITY EXPORTED  COMMODITY EXPORTED

  (Million US$)  (Million US$)

 Mean 26220.23444 22363.91

 Variance 619196.1076 27369840.61

 Observations 9 9

 Pearson Correlation 0.6416806

 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

 df 8

 t Stat 2.427874919

 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.020669533

 t Critical one-tail 1.859548033

 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.041339065

 t Critical two-tail 2.306004133

 

 Source: Researcher's Computation through MS Excel
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Based on the above calculated table it was observed that the t Stat (=2.428) is greater than the t 

Critical one-tail (1.860) with a P value of 0.02 which is less than 0.05. Hence, H  i.e. the Null 01

Hypothesis is rejected at 5% level of significance. This clearly shows that there is a significant 

difference in mean value of exported commodities from our economy to other countries before the 

lockdown period compared to during and after the lockdown period. It was also observed that the 

commodity exported values of during and after the lockdown period has declined significantly 

which can be confirmed from their mean values. The mean value of the exported commodities in the 

pre lockdown period is 26220.234 which is greater than the mean values of the exported 

commodities during and after the lockdown period at 22363.91.

Table 4: Before lockdown period and during or after lockdown period Import of Commodity 

of India from all other countries

               Before Lockdown Period                                                   During and After Lockdown  Period

 Month COMMODITY IMPORTED Month COMMODITY IMPORTED  

  (Million US$)  (Million US$)

 June, 2019 41,032.10 April, 2020 17,085.36

 July, 2019 40,430.25 May, 2020 22,857.30

 Aug, 2019 39,851.68 June, 2020 21,320.49

 Sept, 2019 37,694.43 July, 2020 29,058.52

 Oct, 2019 37,985.97 Aug, 2020 31,024.42

 Nov, 2019 38,522.86 Sept, 2020 30,503.28

 Dec, 2019 39,593.73 Oct, 2020 33,631.15

 Jan, 2020 41,149.10 Nov, 2020 33,395.16

 Feb, 2020 37,904.08 Dec,2020 42,580.61

Source: Retrieved from https://tradestat.commerce.gov.in/meidb/comq.asp?ie=i

Table 5: Tests of Normality 

                                      Kolmogorov-Smirnov(a)       Shapiro-Wilk 

 Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig.

Commodity Imported Before  .175 9 .200(*) .897 9 .236

     Lockdown Period 

Commodity Imported During and After  .167 9 .200(*) .963 9 .826

    Lockdown Period     

Source: Researcher's Computation through SPSS
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On the basis of the results from the above table, it can be found that the data for commodity imported 

before lockdown and commodity imported during or after lockdown are normally distributed which 

can be ascertained from its P values which are more than 0.05 for both the two tests of normality.

H : There is no significant difference in mean value of commodities imported in during and after the 02

lockdown period as compared to the pre lockdown period.

H : There is no significant difference in mean value of commodities imported in during and after the 12

lockdown period as compared to the pre lockdown period.

Table 6: t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

                               Pre Lockdown Period               During and After 

   Lockdown Period

  COMMODITY EXPORTED  COMMODITY EXPORTED

  (Million US$)  (Million US$)

 Mean 39351.57778 29050.69889

 Variance 1865070.138 58775331.43

 Observations 9 9

 Pearson Correlation -0.540029556

 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

 df 8

 t Stat 3.643211819

 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.003279211

 t Critical one-tail 1.859548033

 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.006558422

 t Critical two-tail 2.306004133

 Source: Researcher's Computation through MS Excel

Based on the above calculated table it was observed that the t Stat (=3.643) is greater than the t 

Critical one-tail (1.860) with a P value of 0.00 which is less than both 0.05 and 0.01. Hence H  i.e. 02

the Null Hypothesis is rejected both at 5% and 1% level of significance. This clearly shows that there 

is a significant difference in mean value of the commodities that are imported from other countries 

to our country before the lockdown period compared to during and after the lockdown period. It was 
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also observed that the commodity imported values of during and after the lockdown period has 

declined significantly which can be confirmed from their mean values. The mean value of the 

exported commodities in the pre lockdown period is 39351.578 which is greater than the mean 

values of the exported commodities during and after the lockdown period at 29050.699.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

Based on the results derived from the statistical analysis of the data collected, it was found that there 

was a statistically significant impact on the export of commodities made from India and import of 

commodities made to India from other countries in during and after the lockdown period as 

compared to pre lockdown period. Hence, it can be concluded from the study that there is an impact 

on the overall trade sector of commodities in our economy in the era of the pandemic. It is also found 

from the above analysis that the import sector got much more effected than the export sector since 

the mean of imports have declined much more in comparison to exports in during and after the 

lockdown period. The probable reasons for such negative impact on the sector is that the oil imports 

along with petroleum imports has been stopped which accounted for a much larger imports from 

other countries. The income and the consumption have also fallen due to the spread of the pandemic 

which created lack of demand and thereby it is one of the reasons for affecting the imports and the 

exports. The disruptions caused in the global value chains due to the lockdown effected the demand 

and supply which created demand and supply shocks in our country and there by made a definite 

impact on the export and import of our commodities. The decline in the trade sector can also be 

ascertained from the global economic slowdown due to the pandemic which also impacted the 

supply chains all over the world. The current crisis put the business sentiments devastating all over 

the world which effected not only the trade sector but also impacted the economic growth in process. 

Time and things will be better for the trade sector of our economy when there will be full fledged 

working of the transport sector along with the global supply chains and the effectiveness of the 

sector lies in making the strategies and policies tactful amidst the pandemic.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The export and import sector is one of the most crucial sectors of our Indian economy and they play a 

crucial role in determining the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of our country. The trade sector 

needs to play a more concrete role at the time of the crisis for the development of the economy where 

there is a demand and supply mismatch and also there is a problem in the global value chains. The 

government at this current crisis should focus on the trade sector since everything is not in the hands 

of the exporters and the imports at this juncture and the free flow of operations of the supply chains 

should be ascertained. The sector is recovering slowly but steadily and therefore necessary 

measures should be taken by the sector to improve its contribution towards the socio-economic 

development. Transparency should be improved to boost confidence in the trade sector and the 
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sector should also use the medium of technology judiciously and thereby adopt digital medium to its 

fullest, since one to one physical contact should be less amidst the pandemic. The transport and the 

travelling sector should be improved in the current situation especially for the flow of trade to be 

continued smoothly and support from such sectors should be there for the overall development of 

the economy. The export and the import sectors are the ones which will upgrade the economy and 

therefore it is very important for the sector to recover quickly for the economic health and long term 

sustainability of the economy. Long term vision should be there in the ongoing crisis that should be 

well equipped with technical skill and assistance which should improve the productivity and 

thereby enhance the export sector as well.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND FUTURE RESEARCH SCOPE

The current study is purely based on empirical analysis of secondary data which is based on only 

exports and imports of our economy before and during the pandemic. Several other trade parameters 

considering it region wise or country wise could have been taken and extended for better 

understanding of the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the sector. Research work based on longer 

time frame can be ascertained by future researchers and various other sophisticated research tools 

can be applied in coming time since the study is dependent on basic statistical tools.
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SMART VILLAGE AND SECOND EMPLOYMENT 
GENERATING SECTOR IN WEST BENGAL

Sharmistha Ray (Das)

SACT, Department of Sociology

Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis Mahavidyalaya, Bonhooghly, Kolkata

Abstract :

Handloom Section constitutes the second employment generating section in rural economy in West Bengal. The 

first or main employment generating sector or rural economy is agriculture  in  West Bengal, as well as in India.

The concept of 'Smart India' directly touched the life of urban as well as rural dwellers of India. The concept of 

smart city and smart village bring a new dream  to us.  The step  was  taken in September 2015 in a bid to 

transform rural areas to economically, socially and physically sustainable space.  In order to convert villages into 

smart village, the desirable components have been suggested as: Agro processing, Digital literacy, Sanitation, 

solid – liquid waste management, street lights, fully equipped mobile health benefit, upgrading schools,  Aadhar 

Cards for all, rural-urban road connectivity, L.P.G.  Gas services. Here our objective is to see, whether similar 

facilities are provided in rural industries, as well as in handloom sector ? For this the present study is conducted to 

find out the answers.

Key Words : Smart village Handlooms, Digital village, Employment Generating Sector

1. Introduction :

A majority of Indian population are still living in villages. The scenario is more or less same in West Bengal. West 

Bengal handlooms attract the attention of the millions of people throughout the world. According the list of 

handlooms having G.I. registered products, April, 2017, West Bengal occupies a significant place. Baluchari saree 

of Bishnupur, Murshidabad Silk, Dhanekhali Sarees and Santipur Sarees are proud of Bengal and famous all over 

to world. Agriculture constitute the main source of income of rural economy, while handlooms is the second 

source of rural employment. Migration from rural to urban areas is a common feature of India, but there is a 

question, how the opposite type of migration that is from urban to rural areas can be done?

Most Indian villages require basic necessities like health care, drinking water, electricity,  sanitation  with proper 

supply of water, road infrastructure etc. It must be mentioned in this concept that empowering village was started 

in 1992. In 2002, these were and urge to every rural parents to provide opportunities for education to their child. 

The right to education was passed in 2009 making education compulsory for children between the ages 6 to 14 

years.
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Source: https:// (visited on 23.02.2020 at 10 AM)www.shutterstock.com/search/handloom+saree 

Source: https://www.dreamstime.com/photos-images/smart-village.html (visited on 25.02.2020 at12.15 PM)

2. Smart India : Smart Village

Technology plays as important role in bringing about significant changes in  the  area  of education,  

skill, health and other public services. 'Smart village' means to transform the rural areas  to 

economically socially and physically sustainable spaces. In order to make smart village, the Union 

Govt. launched Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Rurban Missions. The Rurban Missions, The Rurban 

Missions, developed a cluster of smart villages, the ministry of Rural development adopted a 

scientific process of cluster selection, involving the objective analysis of distinctly sub district and 

village level.

Union Government launched Several Schemes to address the components of Smart-Village.

The Schemes are:

i) The Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikash Yojona

This aims to enable a large number of rural youth to take up industry related skill training.
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ii) Pradhan Mantri Gramin Digital Saksharata Abhiyan

This emphasized on Digital Wallets, Mobile Banking, Aadhar enable payment System (AEPS) etc.

iii) The Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (Gramin)

Aims at encouraging rural house holds to build toilets.

iv) The Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojona

This aims at providing good road connectivity in rural India.

Source: https:// on 23.02.2020 at www.dreamstime.com/photos-images/smart-village.html(visited 

12.15 PM)

v) Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojona

This aims at providing LPG Gas connection to BPL family in the name of adult women.

With these schemes, supply of drinking water to every rural household, improvement of street light 

condition, hand pumps are provided in rural dwellings.

Rural Education and Rural Employment:

Source: https:// on 24.02.2020 at www.dreamstime.com/photos-images/smart-village.html(visited 

11.21AM

A large proportion of India population reside in rural areas. The scenario is more or less same in 

West Bengal. The youth constitute a major part of total population. The census report highlights the 

fact  that the proportion of youth population increases steadily from 16.5% in 1971 to 19.2% in 

2011. It is important to discuss that the rural youth are facing the problems of lack of  education,  
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health  care  facilities, and access in modernity. According to education report of the NSSO (Jan- 

June 2014, 71st Record) in rural areas 71.2% women studied just up to the primary level. The 

proportion of  rural  population completed graduation and post graduation is very small. Women in 

rural areas are primary engaged in handlooms, handcrafts and micro food processing, (such as 

papad and pickle making etc) participation in large scale industries and labour market are strictly 

limited.

The problems that the rural youth are facing mainly lack of education, health care facilities and 

access to modern amenities. Although, some measures are taken to solve the problems in the areas 

like health care, skill development, wage employment and capacity building. The development 

schemes have been adopted by Government on health sector and for women and adolescent girls. 

Such as 'Rastriya Kishore Swasth Karyakram' (RKSK), financial relief like 'Jan Dhan Jojana', 

Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Act etc. With these handlooms sector shows a new 

way to the young people.

The Govt. of India launched 'Digital India' programme in 2014. Its aim is to digitally empowered 

society with digital identity. The concept of becoming 'digital' focuses on high speed internet, e-

banking, mobile health care facilities, universal digital literacy and so on.

India's handloom industry is deeply rooted in the socio-cultural tradition with a rich heritage of 

skills and talent that needs to be preserved and promoted.

Now let us discuss the present condition of handloom products and handloom weavers in the 

context of smart village.

Handloom products belong to the tradition of highly skilled activities that require long hours of 

painstaking manual labour. Handlooms, a labour intensive sector Today there is a challenge to 

create a market demand and wider reach for these products. In order to ensure dignity of labour and 

economic viability of handwoven products, the number of working hours of every stage of 

production increase their cost. For example in Khadi, the level of skill and labour required to spin on 

'Charka' is higher than its' mechanized version.

There must be a balance between systematic calculation of labour costs and affordable pricing.

3. Handlooms versus power loom

There is a demand in market for the demand of both handlooms and power loom Handloom weaves 

can not fulfill the demand of the entire population. The power loom products some time destroys the  

market of the handloom products. The handloom weaves cannot get the actual price, and they can 

not sell their products, directly to the market, because some times, the presence of middle man 

hampers their business. So their condition is very poor. In the context of smart  village they are 
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worst sufferers. They  work at a meager wage. So the young people are not agreeing to work in 

handloom sector.

 Source:  https://  on www.canstockphoto.com/images-photos/handloom.html(visited

03.03.2020 at 1.05 PM)

4. Handlooms are declining : Present Scenario

According to the report of News Letter, Wednesday, 28, Dec 2016 some people say that the 

handlooms in India are dying and the main reason is the emergence of power loom and MNREGA. 

But power loom and MNREGA are just the alternatives of handlooms. The main reason is economic 

when the weaves are switching to power loom, he finds, it is not so much different or better from the 

point of view   of the returns of his family. Then he will switch to alternatives like any rational 

human being. Though in order to protect the handlooms the weaves are offered twice than their 

actual wages.

Ministry of Textiles, Govt. of India [13] in their office Memorandum provided some facilities to the 

handloom weavers. Such as:

i) The weavers weave smart on line service and will make priority display of handloom products 

through a banner on its home page.

ii) As per e-commerce policy, there is a sale price provision for all services including 

photography. Cataloguing, courier and others are not more than 8%.

iii) The service provider will ensure that amount of sale proceeds is promptly transferred to the 

bank account of the handloom weavers.

It  is very interesting to  know that 90% of worlds' handloom come  from India. According to  Gupta 

[9], this industry employs 10 millions of assistants and is considered the second largest income 

generating activity offer agriculture is rural India. Gupta [9] has mentioned that handlooms have  some  

large benefits. Such as :

a) Large premium design choice

  Handlooms enable more varieties of design to be spawn out. This enables consumers to 

literally own an apparel that is unique in the world.
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b) A great return on investment

  There is a huge returns on investment in handloom sector. A weaver can produce at least 

30,000-50,000 worth Rs. Product per month. No other sector can give the same amount like 

handloom.

c) Employment generating Sector :

  In India when rural youth migrate to urban areas in search of jobs, handloom sector 

provides a golden opportunity to them to earn handsomely.

d) Independent Industry:

  In rural India where getting electricity is a great problem, handloom is well suited in those 

area, because it does not depend upon electricity. It is a time example of Green Technology.

e) Women empowerment :

  Handloom industry employs 83% women which opens a way to women empowerment.

  Weavers are enjoying their products.

  Those working in handloom industry rejoice in the activity. It is a hidden treasure of India. 

Digital India will give the sector a new look.

5. Socio-economic status handloom weavers : A field survey

For the purpose of preparing this study a field survey is conducted on 'socio-economic status of 

handloom weavers'. The study is conducted by Uday Narayanpur.  Uluberia  sub  division,  Howrah  

district. This  places is an important handloom weaving centre. Local people  said that handloom 

industry  of Uday Narayanpurr is 300 years old.

Bengali Tant Saree of Uday Narayanpur attracts the attention of large numbers of people of West 

Bengal. More than 3500 weavers of Tant Sarees are spread across several villages  of  six  Gram  

Panchayets of Howrah District are struggling for survival. 100 people are interviewed for the study.

Source: http://howrah.gov.in/adminunits/Unpur.html(visited on 02 03 2020 at 2.10 PM)
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Source: http://howrah.gov.in/adminunits/Unpur.html (visited on 04.03.2020 at 3 PM)

6. Location : History and Geography

The district Howrah has gained its importance with opening of railways from Howrah 9n 1854.  The 
thdistrict is covered under presidency division and occupies 9  position in the state in respect of its 

size with and area of 1467 sq. km. There is a large industrial population in the Howrah district. 

Howrah city is much older than Kolkata city and its connected with Howrah Bridge, which is  

known as  Rabindra Setu  and very recently connected by another bridge called Vidyasagar setu. 

Uday  Narayanpur  is  under  Uluberia sub division and under Bauria Police station.

According to weavers view, the handloom of Uday Narayanpur is 300 years old. Handloom 

weaving is the main source of income of majority of people. Floods during the monsoon destroyed 
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then paddy fields while scarcity of water during the rest of the season they could not grow 

vegetables or any other crops.

There are fine co-operative societies and cluster for weavers. The weavers can  spin  high  quality of 

Tant Sarees, but can't get actual price of their products, because the market is controlled by the 

middle man. At cluster the weavers get only Rs. 180 – 200 for a medium quality saree. In most cases 

they have to sell their products to the middle man either forcefully or willingly. According to some  

weavers,  the  middle man are very helpful. The help them by giving money whenever is needed. 

But at the cluster they can get the order for 15-20 days in a month.

They could not get order throughout the month. Some weaves said they are selling the products to 

the  whole seller at the Rajbalhut, Hooghly at instant price. They said about a co-operative society 

named 'Harah' Handloom cluster.

100 people are interviewed of which 60 are male and 40 are female weavers.

Some tables are drawn on the basis of their interview.

Table I

Having Looms of the respondents on the basis of Gender.

 Gender Having own looms Working in other looms Total

 Male 25 (41.67%) 35 (58.33%) 60 (100%)

 Female 10 (25%) 30 (75%) 40 (100%)

Source: Primary Field Data

From the Table it is found that out of 60 male weavers 25 (41.67%) have own looms and 35 

(58.33%) are working in other looms.

Among 40 female weavers 10 (25%) have their own looms and 30 (75%) are working in others 

looms.

Table II

Distribution of Respondents on the basis of their source of income.

 Gender Agriculture only Only handlooms Others with handloom Total

 Male 20 (33.33%) 35 (58.33%) 05 (8.33%) 60 (100%)

 Female 02 (5%) 35 (87.5%) 03 (7.5%) 40 (100%)

Source: Primary Field Data

From the Table it is found that out of 60 male respondents 20 (33.33%) are engaged in

agriculture. 35 (58.33%) have handlooms, is the only source of income. 05 (8.33%) with handlooms 

have other source of income (except agriculture).
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Of 40 female respondents 02 (5%) are engaged in agricultural activities, 35 (87.5%) have 

handlooms as only source of income and 03 (7.5%) have other source of income (except 

Agriculture)

 Table III

Distribution of registered and unregistered respondents of cluster.

 Gender Registered Unregistered Total

 Male 20 (33.33%) 40 (66.67%) 60 (100%)

 Female 12 (30%) 28 (70%) 40 (100%) 

Source: Primary Field Data

This table show that out of 60 male respondents 20 (33.33%) are registered at cluster and 40 

(66.67%) are unregistered. Out of 40 female respondents, 12 (30%) are registered and 28 (70%) are 

not registered.

MALE 
• REGISTERED33.33%  
• UNREGISTERED66.6 7% 

FEMALE 
• REGISTERED 30%  

• UNREGISTERED70%  
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Table IV

Distribution of respondents on the basis of selling their products :

  Selling products Male Female Total

 1.  At the market place 10 (16.67%) 3 (7.5%) 13

 2.  To the middle man 20 (33.33%) 27 (67.5%) 47

 3.  To the wholesaler 20 (33.33%) 7 (17.5%) 27

 4.  Consume or others 10 (16.67%) 3 (7.5%) 13

  Total 60 40 100

Source: Primary Field Data

The table shows that out of 60 male respondents 10 (16.67%) sell their products at market palce.  20 

(33.33%) sell products to the middle man, 20 (33.33%) sell their products to the wholesaler and 10 

(16.67%) consume or keep it for other purpose.

Of 40 female weavers 3 (7.5%) sell their products at market place, 27 (67.5%) sell to the middle 

man. 7 (17.5%) sell to the wholesaler and 3 (7.5%) consume it or keep it for other purpose.

 

Table V

Distribution of registered and unregistered respondents of cluster.

 Gender Having awareness No awareness Total

  about smart Village

 Male 20 (33.33%) 40 (66.67%) 60 (100%)

 Female 05 (12.5%) 35 (87.5%) 40 (100%)

Source: Primary Field Data

selling products 
to the market 
place 13%

selling products 
to the middleman 
47%

selling products 
to the wholeseller 
27%

consume or 
others 13%
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This table shows that out of 60 male weavers 20 (33.33%) are aware of 'smart village' but 40 

(66.67%) have no awareness about to concept smart village.

Out of 40 female respondents 05 (12.5%) are aware of 'smart village' but 35 (87.5%) do not have 

awareness.

 

Table VI

Distribution of respondents on the basis of their attitude towards handloom weaving

 Gender                                               Attitude   Total

  Bright future High demand  Declining Govt. help

   in market  needed

 Male 20 (33.33%) 10 (16.67%) 30 (50%) 10 (16.67%) 60 (100%)

 Female 15 (37.5%) 10 (25%) 8 (20%) 7 (20%) 40 (100%)

 Total 25 20 38 17

Source: Primary Field Data

The table shows that out of all male weavers (60), 10 (16.67%) said handlooms have high demands 

in market, 30 (50%) said handloom weaving is declining and 10 (16.67%) said handlooms need  

Govt. support.

Of all female (40) weavers, 15 (37.5%) said handlooms have bright future, 10 (25%) said it has high 

demand in market, 8 (20%) said the sector is declining and 7 (17.5%) said handlooms need Govt. 

support.

7. Handlooms and smart village

'What is meant by 'smart village', we may say that the term indicates rural prosperity. It is a  mental 

picture of developed village or model village. Where, there are basic health facilities, good 

communication system, educational facilities rationing system and Aadhar cards for all.

In order to make a village developed, special attention is given  to reduce unemployment  among the rural youth 

my providing employment generating sector. Handloom  occupies an important  role  in  rural economy. Due to 

seasonal nature of agriculture handloom occupies an important place in rural economy.

8. Necessary steps should be taken for survival of handloom industry

1) A moral and financial support is needed for handloom communities. Allotment of official or 

financial team is needed which look after the activities of handloom weavers. A brand image 

for handloom like other brands, such as Raymonds is needed to assure its and Indian product.
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2) Exclusive world -wide e-commerce website is created, through which people can buy 

handloom products on time.

3) The Govt. should take active role and promise co-operative societies in India.

4) Weavers' training is necessary for skill development.

Conclusion:

Handlooms constitute as one of the most employment generating  sector  in  rural  economy. 

History of Indian Handloom is very old. Handlooms industries flourished during the period of 

Hindu kings and Muslim Samrats. Handlooms declined during the British period, but  after 

independence there is slow improvement in the handloom industries. 'Smart village' is a growing 

concept. In making the village smart special attention is given to grow more handloom industries in 

India as second employment generating sector in rural India.
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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic situation arises due to a new variety of corona virus, known as SARS-CoV-2 (Severe acute 

respiratory syndrome corona virus 2) across the globe in 2020. The virus is quickly spreading around the world causing 

severe economical, mental and environmental challenges. In the present research paper constructed by the survey work 

using cross-sectional design with a questionnaire about the opinion on environmental effects due to COVID-19 

lockdown in India. A web-based platform is used for the survey work. Different socio-demographic variables are 

considered for the survey work. Significant difference shown in gender based students and household members' opinion. 

Most of the male participants in both categories have positive opinion i.e., the lockdown has good effects for 

environment as pollution level decreases during this period. 

Keywords:  COVID-19, environmental effects, lockdown, socio-demographic.

1.   Introduction

nd
Since the last 2  World war, the COVID-19 pandemic is the most critical global health disaster of the 

century that has challenges to world public health security. An infectious disease causing by corona 

virus family was identified on December 2019 at Wuhan city, China and named as COVID-19 

(Chakraborty and Maity, 2020). The name COVID-19 signified 'CO' stands for 'corona', 'VI' for 

'virus', 'D' for disease, and 19 represents the year of its occurrence. The virus has been spreading over 

the 210 countries to exhibit some symptoms like fever, dry cough, tiredness and difficulties in 

breathing etc. Mild symptom and asymptomatic cases are also observed but all can infect the healthy 

people (Paital, 2020). 

WHO announced COVID-19 outbreak as a pandemic on 11 March 2020(Wang and Su, 2020). In 
th thIndia, the first corona virus infection and death cases were reported on 30 January and 13  March, 

2020 respectively. The Govt. of India has taken some preventive measure like maintain social 

distance,  frequently washing hands, use masks and hand sanitizers, avoid contact with sick people, 

always cover mouth when cough and sneeze etc. Some general recommendations circulated through 
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social media to control the spread of the virus. But situation become worst day by day. So the Indian 

Government takes decision to strict nationwide lockdown of 1.3 billion citizens to reduce the spread 

of the COVID-19 corona virus over the whole country. The first phase of lockdown was declared on 
th th

25  March to 14  April, 2020. As per report of WHO(WHO, 2020), the total number of confirmed 
st

and death cases were 606 and 10respectively till the first day of the 1  phase lockdown.  The total 
st nd

confirmed case was 11439 while the death increased to 377 in the very 1  day on 2  phase of 
th rd rd th th

lockdown (15  April to 3  May, 2020). In the beginning of 3  phase lockdown (4  May to 17  May, 

2020) the number of confirmed and death cases were increased to 42533 and 1373 respectively. The 
th st

fourth and final phase lockdown was 18  May to 31  May, 2020. The total number of confirmed and 

death cases were 96169 and respectively in the first day of the last phase lockdown. In the final day of 

the last phase lockdown, the confirmed case was doubled (182143) and death case was 5164 as per 

the report of WHO.

The number of confirmed cases and death rates are climbed daily.  No specific vaccine discovered 

for the treatment of COVID-19and constant 68 days lockdown affects the people mentally and 

economically. But this lockdown is not only curse for human population but also blessing for 

environment in few cases. It decreases the industrial activity as well as transportation that results the 

significant reduction of energy consumption and lowering of fuel demand. This change creates a 

positive impact on environment. 96% air travels were dropped in this pandemic lockdown situation 

which is lowest by last 75 years (CNN,2020).The respiratory diseases such as bronchitis, asthma, 

other lung disease found to be reduced by the improvement of air quality significantly (Watts, 2020). 

Noise free environment and free movement of wild animals in the street also observed during this 

situation(Paital, 2020).

The aim of the study is to provide an overview of the research findings on the opinion of students and 

household members on the COVID-19 lockdown effects on environment.

2.   Materials and methods

2.1 Participants

thA cross–sectional design was used for this research work. The survey was conducted during the 4  

phase lockdown period in India. A total of 1000 individuals participated in the study from West 

Bengal, India. Both the 50% individuals were students and household members those are again 

subdivided as

i. Male student – Age between 15 to 25 years

ii. Female student – Age between 15 to 25 years

iii. Male household member – Age between 26 to 65 years

iv. Female house member – Age between 26 to 65 years
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2.2 Tool and Techniques

A questionnaire was constructed containing socio-demographic of the individuals followed by 10 

questions related to the opinion on environmental effects due to COVID-19 lockdown. It also 

includes as hort explanation about the objective of this study and the instructions, how to fill up the 

questionnaire. This is a closed ended questionnaire where every question had three options i.e. Yes, 

No & May be. The individuals are asked to choose the option against which they felt appropriate for 

them.  It was made to clear them that it wasn't an examination & there were no right and wrong 

answers. They were assured that their identity would not be disclosed. This questionnaire was 

circulated through web-based mode. There was no time limit and need not to answer without any 

hurry. However they did not take more than 3 days. About 96.6 % & 89.4% response received from 

students and house hold members respectively.

2.3 Analysis

Percentage of positive (Yes), negative (No) and controversial (May be) response from each question 

are calculated. After scoring the responses & computing the total score for each individual, the 

different statistical parameters such as mean, SD and t-valueare calculated. The “t” tests are 

calculated to find out any differences between the level of significance of students and household 

members on the opinion on environmental effects due to COVID-19 pandemic.

3.    Results and discussion

The opinion on the environmental effects due to COVID-19 lockdown period were received from 

total 930 individuals by their response through web-based mode. 

3.1 Opinion on the environmental effects

Ten general questions were used to receive the opinion on students and household members about 

the environmental effects. The first one related to the general information regarding the COVID-19. 

About 80.12% male students give the positive response. Next two opinions are most controversial 

i.e. COVID-19 is natural mutant or bio-engineered in laboratory for bio-weapon. Maximum 28.05% 

household female members believed that it was naturally mutant where as 36.84% female student 

think it is bio-engineered.Forth one related to the mortality rate due COVID-19 transmission to the 

human body. Only 10.52% female student assumed that 100% mortality due to this disease. Next 

two opinions were interrelated that the lockdown period decrease of pollution level & Asthma, 

COPD or other kind of breathing problems. Almost 100% female student give their positive 

response regarding the decrease of pollution level and 76.13% of female household members are 

more concerned about asthma, COPD and other breathing related diseases. Use of mask is essential 

to prevent the COVID-19 transmission from human to human. So the next query was the 

significance of N95 maskin the pandemic situation and 55% male students give the positive 

response. Weather conditions i.e. COVID-19 transmission related to weather or temperature was the 

eighth query. About 28% female household members believed the transmission depends on the 
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condition of weather. The last two opinions had the most important environmental significance i.e. 

lockdown increases the bio-diversity and decreases the global warming. Male student more 

conscious regarding the environmental pollution by responding 80.23% and 95.02% positive 

response.

Different research agency and scientist reported the decreasing global pollution level in the 

environment during the COVID-19 lockdown period.  releases (ESA,2020) European Space Agency

different satellite images of the change of air pollutant concentration over the globe. Nitrogen 

dioxide that is emitted from power plants, industrial facilities and vehicles etc. may causes the 

respiratory problems. The satellite image of ESA (Fig. 1) indicates the significant reduction of 

averaged nitrogen dioxide concentrations over the major cities of  India from January 1 to March 24, 
nd2020 and March 25 (First day of the lockdown) to April 20, 2020(2  phase of lockdown). Literature 

also reported that NO  concentration decreased at least 40-50% in the some major cities of India such 2

as Mumbai, Pune and Ahmedabad by March 2020 than March 2019 (Wright, 2020).

Fig.1. NO  emissions in India before and during lockdown due to COVID-19 2

outbreak (ESA, 2020).

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) satellite sensors observed the change in 

aerosol levels by the measurement of aerosol optical depth (AOD)from last few years to 2020 in the 

COVID-19 pandemic situation. As aerosols generated from anthropogenic activities, dust storms, 

volcanic eruptions, forest fires etc. can damage the human lungs and heart. Some aerosols have 

natural sources, such as dust storms, volcanic eruptions, and forest fires. Fig. 2shows the decrease of 

aerosol in India during this pandemic situation. The first five maps of Fig. 2 indicates the aerosol 
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optical depth over India same during March 31 to April 5 period for each year from 2016 through 

2020 and sixth map (anomaly) shows how AOD in 2020 compared to the average for 2016-2019.  

The aerosol optical depth data were recovered by Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 

(MODIS) on NASA's Terra satellite(NASA,2020).Several researchers also reported the beneficial 

effects of Covid-19 outbreak on the environment (Eroğlu, 2020; Chu et al., 2021).

Fig.2. Aerosol levels in India before and beginning of lockdown due to COVID-19 

outbreak (NASA, 2020).

3.2 Statistical analysis

Different statistical parameters such as mean, SD and t-valueare calculated. From the statistical 

analysis with respect to the opinion on the effects of COVID-19 lockdown on environment, the 

mean score of male and female students are 24.60 and 21.29 respectively. The t-valueis calculated to 

find out the significant opinion difference between male and female students. The value is 2.81 

which is significant at p<0.05 level. The mean score of male students is high than the female 

students. So, male students have the positive opinion regarding the environmental awareness.

Statistical analysis also carried out for household members of age between 26 to 65 years. The mean 

score are 24.40 and 22.68 for male and female household members respectively. The t-value is 2.59 

which is significant at p<0.05 level. So, male household members are more conscious about the 

positive impacts on environment due to COVID-19 lockdown pandemic outbreak.
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4.   Conclusion

The present web-based research work related to a cross-sectional design with a questionnaire 

containing ten questions related to the opinion on environmental effects due to COVID-19 

lockdown in India. It is not only a serious threat to global human health but it is also considered some 

blessing of environment by reducing the pollution level. Both students and house hold members 

believed the positive impact of environment though it may be temporary. The blessing may be 

continued for long term basis by learning from this lockdown on how to reduce the pollution level in 

the environment. If we conscious about our environment then it will be the great outcome from the 

“curse” COVID-19 pandemic.
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